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Abstract

Modern industrial biotechnology has paved the way for a range of new bio-based chemicals, food additives, enzymes and pharmaceuticals. However, for many of these products to be economically competitive, the capital and running costs of the production equipment must be kept at a minimum.

In this thesis, the performance of a Rotary Jet Head mixing system (model IM15 from ISO-MIX optimised for fungal broth) is evaluated as the sole means of mixing and mass transfer during a range of different aerobic fermentations with viscous broths. In contrast to traditional impeller mixed fermenters, mixing in the Rotary Jet Head system is achieved by recirculation of the fermentation broth from the bottom of the tank, through an external loop and back into the tank through the four nozzles of the rotating Jet Head. Air and substrates can be introduced immediately prior to the jet head ensuring that they are rapidly dispersed into the bulk liquid. The need for an impeller with a drive shaft and motor as well as sparging in the tank bottom is thus eliminated.

The mixing and mass transfer capabilities of a given fermentation setup are highly dependant on the rheological properties of the broth. A precise, robust and simple method for broth rheology characterisation is therefore needed when evaluating the performance of a mixing system. In this thesis, a range of different rheometers (Cone-Plate, Parallel-Plate, Cone-Plate with gap, two Wide-Gap rheometers, three different Impeller rheometers and an in-line vibrating rod sensor) were tested using both bacterial and fungal fermentation broth in combination with model solutions consisting of different concentrations of xanthan gum. Of the tested rheometers the Cone-Plate with gap (CarriMed CSL 100) gave the most consistent and precise results when using model solutions and non-pelleted fungal broth. However, the setup was susceptible to mycelium pellets and trapped air bubbles. For broth with complex rheological properties, such as sedimenting fungi growing as a mixture of freely dispersed and pelleted mycelium, a large (L/D 60mm/40mm) Impeller rheometer (Haake FL10 vane spindle) was found to be the best suited. The large size was necessary to continuously resuspend the mycelium, but required a sample volume of 1.4L. Frequent sampling is
Abstract

therefore only possible in large scale fermentations. To facilitate an online measurement of the viscosity and reduce the volume needed for samples, an in-line vibrating rod sensor (Marimex VA-300) was tested. The signal output was found to closely follow the viscosity measured at-line for both fungal and bacterial broths. By combining the on-line and at-line data, a precise and robust method for characterisation of the rheological properties of a fermentation broth was established.

To evaluate the mass transfer capabilities of the Rotary Jet Head mixing system, and whether it could be use for fungal fermentations, its performance was compared to a fermenter of similar size equipped with a set of Intermig impellers during fed-batch *Aspergillus oryzae* fermentations. When using a complex soy based medium, the Rotary Jet Head did not affect the growth rate, average size distribution or intracellular stress levels negatively (estimated based on mRNA transcription data). The Rotary Jet Head did, however, significantly increase the oxygen transfer rate, and was able to reach a k,a approximately 2.4 times higher per kW used than the Intermig system.

In fermentations with a chemically defined minimal medium, a clear difference in mycelium morphology was observed between the two mixing systems. In the Rotary Jet Head fermenter, the fungi grew in a loosely associated mycelium, whereas pellets more than 1mm in diameter could be seen in the reference system. The difference in morphology resulted in a viscosity, in the Rotary Jet Head fermenter, one fourth of that of the impeller mixed system (0.8Pas vs. 3.2Pas, 51h after inoculation). The reduced viscosity facilitated a 20-60% higher dissolved oxygen tension in the broth at half the power input. It was anticipated that the Jet Head would lead to an elevated intracellular stress level in the fungi, but this hypothesis could not be confirmed. On the contrary, the mRNA transcription data indicated elevated levels of stress related genes in the impeller mixed system.

To further characterise the Rotary Jet Head fermenter, batch fermentations with the bacterium *Xanthomonas campestris* were conducted. During the fermentations xanthan gum (a natural emulsifier) was excreted by the cells, thereby increasing the viscosity of the broth. The Jet Head did not affect the maximum growth rate of the cells, which was identical to that found in literature using the same media (0.13h⁻¹). Furthermore, the
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System was able to sustain a $k_a$ of 0.15s$^{-1}$ at a power input of 1.1kWm$^{-3}$ and an air flow of 0.1VVM. The following correlation for the $k_a$ with the superficial gas velocity ($u_s$), power input ($P_i$), volume of the tank ($V$), viscosity ($\eta_{app}$) and a constant ($k$) was determined:

$$k_a = k u_s^{0.4} \left( \frac{P_i}{V} \right)^{0.122} (\eta_{app})^{-0.8}$$

The equation indicates that the effect of viscosity on the $k_a$ is in the range typically seen for conventional mixed systems (-0.6 to -1). The Rotary Jet Head fermenter is thus able to achieve high $k_a$ values at relatively low power inputs, but the $k_a$ decreases as the viscosity increases, as for impeller mixed systems.
Dansk Resumé

Moderne bioteknologi har skabt mulighed for at producere en række nye bio-baserede kemikalier, fødevareingredienser, enzymer og lægemidler. For mange af disse produkter er det dog nødvendigt at holde investerings- og produktionsomkostningerne på et minimum for at gøre dem økonomisk konkurrencedygtige.


Ydeevnen mht. opblanding og massetransport af en given fermentor er i høj grad afhængig af rheologien af fermenteringsvæsken. En præcis, robust og simpel metode til at karakterisere fermenteringsvæskens rheologi er derfor nødvendigt, når ydeevnen af et opblandingssystem skal evalueres. I denne afhandling blev en række forskellige rheometre undersøgt (Keple-Plade, Parallel-Plade, Keple-Plade med mellemrum, to forskellige rheometre med et stort mellemrum, tre forskellige røreværk rheometre og en in-line sensor bestående af en ossilerende stav) ved brug af væske fra både bakterie- og svampefermenteringer kombineret med modelopløsninger bestående af forskellige koncentrationer af xanthangummi. Ud af de testede rheometre gav Keple-Plade med mellemrum modellen (Carbbred CSL 100) de mest konsistente og præcise resultater, når der blev anvendt modelopløsninger og svampefermenteringsvæske uden klumper. Præcisionen af udstyret blev dog kraftigt forringet, når svampemyceliet klumpede sammen, eller når der var luftbobler i fermenteringsvæsken. For fermenteringsvæske med kompleks rheologi, såsom sedimentere svampe, der voksede som en blanding af frit opløst og sammenfiltret mycelium, var rheometeret opbygget som et røreværk
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(Haake FL10, H/D 60mm/40mm) det mest velegnede. Den relativt store størrelse var nødvendig for at undgå, at væsken bundfaldt, men krævede et prøvevolumen på 1,4L. Det er derfor kun muligt at udføre hyppige målinger under storkalafermenteringer. For at muliggøre online målinger af viskositeten og reducere volumen, der blev brugt til prøver, blev en sensor bestående af en ossilerende stav (Marimex VA-300) sat ind i systemet. Udgangssignale fulgte med stor præcision viskositeten, der blev målt med rheometeret. Ved at kombinere dataene var det muligt at udvikle en præcis og robust metode til at karakterisere de rheologiske egenskaber af fermenteringsvæske.

For at kunne evaluere massetransporten i det roterende jet-hoved system, og bedømme hvorvidt det kunne bruges til svampefermenteringer, blev ydeevnen sammenlignet med en fermentor af lignende størrelse udstyret med et intermig røreværk under fed-batch fermenteringer af Aspergillus oryzae. Når der blev brugt et kompleks sojabaseret medie, påvirkede brugen af det roterende jet-hoved ikke vækstraten, den gennemsnitlige størrelsesfordeling eller det intracellulære stressniveau (målt vha. mRNA transskriptionsdata) negativt. Det roterende jet-hoved forændrede derimod iltransporten og var i stand til at nå en k,a ca. 2,4 gange højere per forbrugt kW i forhold til Internmig systemet.

Under fermenteringer med et kemisk veldefineret minimalmedie, kunne der observeres en klar forskel i morfologien af myceliet mellem de to opblandingssystemer. I det roterende jet-hoveds fermentor voksede svampen som løst associerede mycelium, hvorimod der blev set hårde klumper på mere end 1mm i referencesystemet. Forskellen i morfologi resulterede i, at viskositeten i det roterende jet-hoveds fermentor var en fjerdedel af systemet med røreværk (0.8Pas mod 3.2Pas 51 timer efter inokulering). Den reducerede viskositet muliggjorde en 20-60% højere iltmættning i væsken selv ved det halve energi-input. Det var forventet, at jet-hovedet ville forårsage et forhøjet stressniveau i svampecellerne, men teorien blev ikke bekræftet. Tvaertimod indikerede mRNA transskriptionsdataen, at svampene i systemet med røreværket udtrykte flere stressrelaterede gener.

For yderligere at karakterisere fermentoren med det roterende jet-hoved blev der foretaget en række batch-fermenteringer med bakterien Xanthomonas campestris.
Dansk Resumé

Under fermenteringerne udskiller cellerne xanthangummi (et naturligt fortykningsmiddel), hvilket øger viskositten af væsken. Jet-hovedet påvirkede ikke den maksimale vækstrate, som blev fundet til at være identisk med værdier fra litteraturen (0.13 per time). Endvidere var systemet i stand til at opretholde en $k_a$ på 0,15s$^{-1}$ ved et energi input på 1,1kWm$^{-3}$ og et luftflow på 0,1VM. Den følgende korrelation mellem $k_a$ og superficial gas velocity ($u_s$), energi-input ($P_i$), volumen af tanken ($V$), viskositten ($\eta_{app}$) og konstanten ($k$) blev bestemt.

$$k_a = ku_0.4 \left( \frac{P_i}{V} \right)^{0.122} \left( \eta_{app} \right)^{-0.8}$$

Ligningen indikerer, at effekten af stigende viskositet på $k_a$ er i samme område som for konventionelle opblandingssystemer (fra -0,6 til -1). Det roterende jet-hoved er således i stand til at levere en høj $k_a$ ved et forholdsvis lavt energiforbrug, men når viskositten stiger, falder $k_a$ i samme grad som for opblandingssystemer med et røreværk.
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Nomenclature

Roman Letters

$a$ specific intercaial area $\text{m}^2 \text{m}^{-3}$
$c$ Impeller constant $-$
$c(x)$ Concentration of $x$ $\text{mol l}^{-1}$
$c^*$ Equilibrium Concentration $\text{mol l}^{-1}$
$D$ Diameter $\text{m}$
$D_a$ Impeller diameter $\text{m}$
$F_g$ Gas flow $\text{Mol s}^{-1}$
$h$ Height $\text{m}$
$K$ Consistency index $\text{Ns}^\prime \text{m}^{-2}$
$k$ Constant $-$
$k_i$ Mass transfer coefficient for liquid film $-$
$k_{a}$ Volumetric mass transfer coefficient $-$
$L$ Length $\text{m}$
$M$ Torque $\text{Nm}$
$n$ Power-law index $-$
$N$ Rotation speed $\text{RPS}$
$N_H$ Flow number $-$
$N_P$ Power Number $-$
$P$ Power input $\text{W}$
$p$ Pressure $\text{bar}$
$P_0$ Power number $-$
$q$ Volumetric rate $\text{mol l}^{-1} \text{h}^{-1}$
$Q_{\text{g}}$ Gas flow rate $\text{VVM}$
$q_i$ Impeller liquid pumping rate $\text{m}^3 \text{s}^{-1}$
$q_{\text{l}}$ Flow $\text{Kg s}^{-1}$
$r$ Radius / rim $\text{m} / -$ $-$
$R$ Ideal Gas Constant $\text{J K}^{-1} \text{mol}^{-1}$
Nomenclature

r(x)  Specific production rate of x  mol h⁻¹
Re    Reynolds number  -
T     Temperature  K
τₜ    Circulation time  s
uₛ    Superficial gas velocity  M s⁻¹

Greek Letters
α     Exponent factor  -
β     Exponent factor  -
̇γ     Shear rate  s⁻¹
̇γₚ    Average shear rate  s⁻¹
η     Viscosity  Pa s
ηₚ    Apparent viscosity  Pa s
θ₀    Gap angle  rad
ρ     Density  kg m⁻³
ρₛ    Average density  kg m⁻³
τ     Shear stress  Pa
τ₀    Yield stress  Pa
Ω     Angular velocity  rad s⁻¹
ω     Exponent factor  -

Subscripts
i     Impeller
₁     Inner
₁₁    Outer
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the last decades, highly efficient enzyme producing Aspergillus and Trichoderma strains have been engineered, able to secrete more than 30 gL\(^{-1}\) enzyme during a fermentation.\[1\] To achieve these high yields at a fast production rate requires bioreactors with high mass and heat transfer capacities, which may prove difficult and highly energy consuming in traditional industrial impeller mixed fermenters; especially during fermentations with viscous broths. For industrial processes with a “low value added” end-product, the expenses from energy consumption used for mixing must be kept at a minimum to lower the production costs. These conflicting requirements drive the quest for new energy efficient fermenter systems.

1.1 Impeller Mixed Fermenters

In a fermenter, the agitation of the broth has multiple purposes:

- To keep insoluble particles suspended in the fermentation broth.
- Achieve convective heat transfer by ensuring bulk flow at the cooling coils of the fermenter.
- Reduce the bubble diameter of the sparged air thereby increasing the gas/liquid interface area.
- Disperse components added to the fermenter – e.g. media and acid/base used for pH regulation.
- Blend the content of the fermenter to ensure uniform conditions.

In most industrial fermenters, the agitation is performed by one or more impellers. A large variety of different impellers have been developed for different mixing tasks; for detailed descriptions see bioreactor engineering textbooks such as Nielsen et al. [2] or equipment reviews e.g. Nienow [3]. The majority of the impellers can be divided in two main categories: the ‘axial and mixed flow’ and the ‘radial flow’ impellers. The axial and mixed flow impellers, such as the Pitched blade or Intermig impeller, are suited for particle suspensions and high volume flow. For fermentations where a high convective flow is important, e.g. due to heat transfer or to suspend particles, these types of impellers are efficient. The energy dissipation region of a radial flow impeller is small.
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compared to that of an axial or mixed flow impeller, which results in large velocity gradients in the broth. As the bubble/droplet size in a fluid is dictated by these velocity gradients, the radial flow impellers, such as the Rushton turbine, are commonly used in fermentations where gas dispersion and fast local mixing of substances added to the fermenter are important.[4] The performance of the different impeller types are significantly affected by the viscosity of the broth, and as the viscosity of the broth may increase significantly during a fermentation, an impeller suitable for mixing of the broth in the beginning of the fermentation may prove inefficient at the end. Apart from changing viscosity, the requirements in terms of mass and heat transfer often changes during a fermentation, and the choice of impeller is therefore often a compromise of several conflicting performance requirements. [3, 5] The effect of changing viscosity during a fermentation will be described in detail in later chapters. During oxygen transfer limited fermentations, special care must be taken when choosing impeller type, as the system ideally should promote both mixing and bubble break up.

Essential for choosing the right impeller for a given process is the power number ‘Po’ and Reynolds number ‘Re’ for the impeller.

The power number for an impeller can be calculated using equation 1.1.

\[ P_0 = \frac{P}{ho_\text{ave} N \cdot D_i^2} \]  

Eq. 1.1

Where \( P \) is the power dissipated by the impeller, \( \rho_\text{ave} \) is the average broth density, \( N \) is the impeller speed and \( D_i \) is the impeller diameter. \( P \) is highly dependent of the liquid properties, impeller type and dimensions. Due to the differences in \( P \) for different impellers the Po varies from impeller to impeller as illustrated in table 1.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impeller type</th>
<th>Po</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rushton turbine (6 blade)</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaba (3 blade)</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch blade turbine (6 blade , 45 °)</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermig (per stage)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: Power number for four impellers under turbulent flow regime. Adapted from Nienow [3].
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The Reynolds number can be used to identify in which regime mixing is taking place. Generally $\text{Re}>10^4$ is characterised as turbulent flow, where rapid mixing occurs. If the Re drops below 10, laminar flow dominates severely impairing the mixing of the system. For $10<\text{Re}<10^4$ is defined as Transitional flow. [2]

The Reynolds number for an impeller mixed system is affected by the properties of the liquid in the vessel (liquid density and apparent viscosity $\eta'$), the impeller diameter, and impeller rotation speed, as demonstrated in equation 1.2.

$$\text{Re}_e = \frac{\rho \cdot ND_a^2}{\eta'} \quad \text{Eq. 1.2}$$

From equation 1.2 it is evident that the liquid viscosity is a key component when looking for reasons for impaired mixing during a fermentation. The effect and a detail method for determining the apparent viscosity will be presented in chapter 2.

1.2 Mixing with Jets

Stationary jets are a well known low power input alternative for mixing in large tanks. [4, 6] Jets are mainly used in waste water treatment and in storage tanks to avoid stratification. In contrast to traditional impellers, where the liquid flow is mediated by the movement of the impeller, the main mixing with jets is caused by the jet stream as it entrains fluid at the boundaries of the stream forming eddies. The jet stream is achieved by recirculation of the fermentation broth through an external loop and back into the liquid. For stationary jet systems the flow patterns are constant which may lead to stagnant zones in the tank resulting in compartmentalization and poor mixing in the tank. [4] To avoid these stationary flow patterns, a novel mixing system with rotating jets has been developed by the Danish company ISO-MIX A/S.

1.3 The Rotary Jet Head System

The Rotary jet head (RJH) mixing system was patented by Hummer [7] and was developed based on a fermenter tank ‘cleaning in place’ (CIP) machine produced by Toftejorg, Denmark. The first thorough characterisation was conducted by Nordkvist [8]. The system has found a range of mixing applications especially within the food and beverage industry. [9]
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Mixing in the RJH system is achieved, as for traditional stationary jet mixing systems, by recirculation of the fermentation broth through an external loop. The broth is pumped out from the bottom of the tank and fed back through the four nozzles of the RJH. A simplified schematic model of the RJH system can be seen in figure 1.1 where the green arrows indicate the direction of the liquid flow.

![Schematic diagram of the RJH system](image)

Figure 1.1: Simplified model of a Rotary jet head mixing system. The green arrows indicate liquid flow.

1: Rotary jet head
2: Fermenter tank
3: Recirculation loop
4: Lobe pump
5: Cooling jacket
6: Feed inlet tube
7: Gas inlet
8: Base inlet
9: Acid inlet
10: Antifoam inlet
11: Gas exhaust.

As the recirculated fermentation broth is distributed by the four nozzles of the RJH into the tank, the liquid drives a small turbine. The force from the turbine is used to power a horizontal rotation of the system and a vertical rotation of the distributor arms, see figure 1.2. As the horizontal rotation speed is slightly lower than in the vertical axis (43/45), the directions of the four jet streams continuously change direction, thereby avoiding compartmentalization and development of a stationary flow field in the tank.
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The mixing process in the RJH system can be divided into separate mechanisms: A high shear intense mixing zone in the circulation pump and jet head, and the bulk mixing where the jet streams blend the broth. The highly energetic zones are efficient for rapid blending and dispersion of e.g. feed during a fed-batch fermentation or base used for pH control. The RJH system may be especially suited to handle media with particles which sediment rapidly. In the RJH system, liquid and any insoluble particles are continuously removed from the bottom of the fermentation tank and redistributed with the jet nozzles. Using a conical tank will thereby hinder deposits from being formed.

Apart from facilitating heat and mass transfer for the process, the fermenter must also ensure that the cultivation is run under aseptic conditions to avoid contaminations with unwanted microorganisms. For impeller agitated fermenter systems, baffles are often used to break-up laminar flow patterns, and for processes with high conversion rates, internal cooling-coils may be necessary to achieve a sufficiently large interfacial surface. Both baffles and internal cooling coils increase the risk of contamination, as they make efficient cleaning and sterilizing in place (CIP and SIP) difficult. In the RJH system, baffles are not necessary as the liquid flow is continuously changed by the jets. Furthermore, cooling aggregates inside the tank are unnecessary as the heat transfer can be performed using heat exchangers inserted in the recirculation loop.
1.3.1 System Setup

The work presented in this thesis was, if not stated otherwise, conducted in a 310l stainless steel fermenter (see figure 1.3, #2) with a working volume of 200-250l, retrofitted with a RJH mixing system (model IM15 with D=7mm nozzles and isolated gear, ISO-MIX A/S, Denmark). Figure 1.3 is a picture of the fermenter setup used for the work presented in this thesis.

![Image of fermenter setup]

Figure1.3: The Rotary Jet head system developed as a part of this thesis. 2: Fermenter tank, 3: Recirculation loop, 4: Lobe pump, 5: Cooling jacket, 6: Feed inlet tube, 7: Gas inlet, 8: Base inlet (below stairs), 9: Acid inlet, 10: Antifoam inlet, 11: Gas exhaust, 12: Feed-pump, 13: Frequency-transformer, 14: Gas mass flow controller, 15: Mass flow measurement system, 16: In-line viscosity probe.

The broth was circulated from the bottom of the tank through an external loop (figure 1.3, #3), with a volume of approximately 12l, and back into the fermenter through the RJH, using a stainless steel positive displacement lobe pump (model 3/0054, Johnson Pump, United Kingdom, figure 1.3, #4). The speed of the pump was regulated with a frequency converter (figure 1.3, #13), and the flow rate was measured with a promass 60M mass flow measurement system (Endress + Hauser, Switzerland, figure 1.3, #15). The broth viscosity was measured in-line with a vibrating rod sensor (Marimex VA-300,
Marimex Industries Corp, Canada), placed on the pressure side of the lobe pump. The dissolved oxygen tension (DOT) was measured in three locations in the system; 1. in the loop, 2. at the surface of the tank, 3. approximately 20 cm from the tank wall beneath the RJH. If not stated otherwise, the third sensor was used for DOT measurement as Nordkvist et al. [10] demonstrated that the mixing in the RJH system was poorest close to the RJH itself.

The system was developed specifically for microbial fermentation, as long fed-batch fermentations necessitate strictly aseptically conditions. Furthermore, special care was taken to facilitate CIP and SIP. pH control and antifoam addition were conducted on the low pressure side of the loop. The inlets were placed shortly before the lobe pump to ensure the acid and base were rapidly mixed into a larger volume of broth by the pump. In this way, stress on the cells due to high pH gradients was minimised, while the low pressure minimised the risk of the tubes connected to the base or acid from being dislodged or ruptured.

The air and feed was added immediately before the RJH resulting in fast and efficient mixing. During fed-batch fermentations, the feed was added using a ProMinent gamma/L solenoid metering pump (GALA 0708PVT, ProMinent Dosiertechnik, Germany, figure 1.3, #12). This pump controlled feed rates unaffected by the pressure in the recirculation loop. The pump speed was monitored and controlled using a computer enabling constant feed rates as well as exponential increasing flows and oxygen saturation controlled flow profiles. The gas flow rate was controlled using a gas mass flow controller (Mass Flow Controller Model 5853 S, Brooks Instruments, United States).

1.3.2 Power Input Calculation

In this thesis the power input for the RJH system has been estimated using two simple methods, partly adapted from Nordkvist [8].

1. As the kinetic energy of the broth as it leaves the jet nozzles
2. As the difference in pressure energy between the loop and the fermenter.

In the kinetic power input model, the kinetic energy of the broth is assumed to fully dissipate in the fermenter, see equation 1.3. Furthermore, the flow velocity of the liquid is assumed to be equal to the average flow velocity in the loop, which is only valid for liquids with uniformly dispersed gas.
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\[ P_{\text{lin}} = \frac{1}{2} F_L v^2 \]  \hspace{2cm} \text{Eq. 1.3}

Where \( F_L \) is the mass flow in \( \text{Kg}\cdot\text{s}^{-1} \) and \( v \) is the flow velocity in \( \text{m}\cdot\text{s}^{-1} \) defined as:

\[
\frac{F_L}{v} = \frac{F_L}{\rho} + F_L \left( \frac{P_{\text{linear}}}{P_{\text{loop}}} \right)
\]  \hspace{2cm} \text{Eq. 1.4}

Here, \( \rho \) is the liquid density in \( \text{Kg}\cdot\text{m}^{-3} \), \( F_L \) is the gas flow in \( \text{m}^3\cdot\text{s}^{-1} \), \( P_{\text{linear}} \) and \( P_{\text{loop}} \) is the pressure in the headspace of the tank and loop in \( \text{Pa} \), and \( A_n \) is the total cross section of the nozzles in \( \text{m}^2 \). As the gas flow or mass flow increases, so does the flow velocity and thus the power input. Unfortunately, the calculated value relies heavily on an exact measurement of the mass flow which can be difficult to obtain in gas/liquid mixed systems. In figure 1.4, the mass flow in the loop of the RJH system is plotted at different pump speeds varying from 60RPM to 420RPM. The average mass flow in the system without any airflow is plotted as black circles (●) with the standard variation of the measurement points as error bars. The corresponding average mass flows with a gas flow of 3.76\( \text{L}\cdot\text{s}^{-1} \), equivalent to 1VVM, are plotted as circles (○), and the mass flow based on the volume displaced per revolution of the pump is plotted as a solid line. From the error bars in the plot, it is evident that the precision of mass flow measurements is significantly reduced as air is added to the system and begins to be drawn back into the recirculation loop. Furthermore, the mass flow, and thereby the pump efficiency, is reduced due to the recirculation of bubbles. Also, when no air is added to the system, the mass flow is close to that displaced by the pump, which indicates an efficient energy transfer.
Figure 1.4: Average mass flow at different pump speeds (60-420RPM). ▲, F with F<sub>p</sub>=0; ●, F<sub>p</sub> with F<sub>p</sub>=3.76ls<sup>-1</sup>. The line illustrates the volume displaced per revolution of the pump, assuming a liquid density of 1000kgm<sup>-3</sup>.

Due to the use of equation 1.3 and 1.4, even a slightly inaccurate measurement of the mass flow results in large errors in the calculated power input. The kinetic power input model is therefore only applicable for fermentations without any gas flow.

The ‘pressure’ power input model is somewhat simpler, and is less vulnerable to inaccurate measurements of the mass flow. In this model, the pressure difference between the loop and the fermenter is assumed to completely dissipate into the broth, see equation 1.5.

\[
P_{\text{pump}} = \left(p_{\text{loop}} - p_{\text{ferm}}\right) \frac{F_p}{\rho}
\]

Eq. 1.5

As the pressure in the loop increases either due to increased rotation speed of the pump or air flow, so does energy input to the broth. Equation 1.5 thus gives an estimate of the work performed by the pump, which can be compared to the torque measured on the shaft of a traditional impeller mixed fermenter. These values can be used when comparing the power consumptions of the RJH fermenter with other systems.

When inserting the measured pressures with their resulting mass flows in equation 1.3 and 1.5, the power input from the pump can be determined, see figure 1.5. In the figure, the power input at different pump speeds are plotted: pressure model, circles (without
gas flow ●, with gas flow of 3.76ls⁻¹ ○), kinetic model, squares (without gas flow ■). From the figure, it can, not surprisingly, be seen that the power input calculated both with the kinetic model and the pressure model increases with the pump speed. Furthermore, sparging with gas results in an increased power input as the pressure in the loop increases. It can also be deduced from the plot that, at the flow rates and viscosity investigated, the recirculating air bubbles do not significantly reduce the efficiency of the pump.

![Figure 1.5 Power input at different pump speeds (60-
420RMP) calculated using equation 1.3 and 1.5 assuming a liquid density of 1000kgm⁻³. P(kinetic model), ■: P(pressure model, without gas flow), ●: P(pressure model, without gas flow), ○.](image)

Apart from the energy added to the loop, the gas sparged into the fermenter also contributes to the total power input. The power input from the air was estimated as an isothermal expansion of the gas flow (Fg) from pressure at the air inlet (p₀) to the pressure in the head space of the tank (pₜₚₚ₂ₚ) as in a traditional impeller mixed fermenter described by Cooke [11], see equation 1.6.

\[
P_g = F_g \cdot RT \ln \left( \frac{p_0}{p_{\text{com}}} \right)
\]

Eq. 1.6
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Here, R is the ideal gas constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin. The total power can thus be calculated by summing up the power input from the loop and the gas, see equation 1.7.

\[ P_{RJH} = P_g + P_{pump} \quad \text{Eq. 1.7} \]

Equation 1.7 was used to estimate the power input of the RJH system throughout this thesis if not stated otherwise.

The maximum Reynolds number for the RJH was assessed to be in the jet nozzles, and the Reynolds number for each of the 4 nozzles was therefore estimated using equation 1.8.

\[ Re_{RJH} = \frac{\rho v D}{\eta_s} \quad \text{Eq. 1.8} \]

Where D is the hydraulic diameter of the nozzle.
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Chapter 2

Rheological Characterization of Fermentation Broths

2.1 Introduction
During the time course of a fermentation, the rheological properties of the broth may change significantly as biomass increases, morphology changes and medium components are depleted. As discussed in the previous chapter, increased viscosity results in longer mixing times (lower Re), which may cause undesirable nutrient and oxygen concentration gradients. Thus, in insufficiently mixed fermentations, the microorganisms may experience nutrient or oxygen starvation in some zones of the tank, reducing the overall efficiency of the fermenter.[1] In the case of fed-batch fermentations, poor mixing can result in high nutrient concentrations near the feed inlet, which may lead to unwanted overflow metabolism or catabolite repression. [1-3] When the viscosity increases, the broth becomes more coalescing further limiting the oxygen transfer due to a reduced gas-liquid interfacial area.[1] Good mixing is also essential for efficient heat transfer. In viscous fermentations, stagnant zones are prone to form in regions with low shear rate, such as behind cooling aggregates and in the periphery of the tank. In these zones, the broth can come to a complete standstill severely limiting heat transfer.[1, 2] As mass and heat transfer are often the limiting parameters in fermentation processes, changes in the rheological properties of the fermentation broth may significantly impair the overall performance of the bioreactor.

An accurate description of the broth rheology is therefore necessary when evaluating data from different fermentations. However, determining the rheological properties of a fermentation broth may not be a trivial task. Fungal fermentations are especially challenging due to the presence of large pellets which have a tendency to settle and the shear thinning properties of the broth.

In light of the above, and given the general objectives of this thesis to characterise mixing and mass transfer during fungal and bacterial fermentations, several methods for broth rheology characterization are described and evaluated experimentally in this
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chapter. The methods are compared with respect to precision, robustness and complexity, in order to develop an easily applicable method for broth characterization. A number of different types of broths were used and were obtained from *Aspergillus oryzae* fermentations with or without pellet formation, *Aspergillus niger*, *Trichoderma reesei* as well as from the exopolysaccharide producing bacterium *Xanthomonas campestris*. It was concluded that a combination of in-line measurements with a Marimex VA-300 vibrating rod sensor and at-line data from a Haake FL10 vane spindle rheometer gave a precise and robust method for determining the rheological properties of the various shear thinning fermentation broths examined.
2.2 Theory

2.2.1 Viscosity and Rheological Models

The viscosity \( \eta \) of a fluid can be described as the relationship between the shear stress \( \tau \) and a velocity gradient (shear rate) \( \dot{\gamma} \) of a fluid as written in equation 2.1:

\[
\tau = \eta \dot{\gamma} \quad \text{Eq. 2.1}
\]

The rheological properties of Newtonian and most non-Newtonian fluids can be described by equation 2.2.

\[
\tau = \tau_0 + K(\dot{\gamma})^n \quad \text{Eq. 2.2}
\]

Where, \( \tau_0 \) is the yield stress, \( K \) is the consistency index, and \( n \) is the flow behaviour index. For Newtonian fluids (\( n = 1 \) and \( \tau_0 = 0 \)) e.g. non-shear thinning bacterial fermentations, the viscosity is constant \( (K = \eta) \) and can be readily measured using a conventional rheometer. However, fermentation broths are often highly non-Newtonian \( (n \neq 1 \) and/or \( \tau_0 \neq 0) \), hence the viscosity is a function of the shear rate. The shear dependent viscosity is often called the shear viscosity or apparent viscosity \( \eta_a \).\cite{2} Fluids with non-Newtonian flow behaviour can be divided into two subgroups; fluids which can be described by the two-parameter model of Ostwald and de Waele (power-law fluids) and fluids with a yield point, as defined in equations 2.3-2.6 and shown schematically in figure 2.1.
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With respect to equation 2.2

**Power-law fluids**

\[ n \neq 1 \text{ and } \tau_y = 0 \]

**Dilatant**

\[ n > 1 \quad \tau = K(\dot{\gamma})^n \quad \text{Eq. 2.3} \]

**Pseudoplastic**

\[ n < 1 \quad \tau = K(\dot{\gamma})^n \quad \text{Eq. 2.4} \]

**Fluids with yield point**

\[ \tau_y > 0 \]

**Bingham plastic**

\[ \tau_y > 0 \text{ and } n = 1 \quad \tau = \tau_y + K(\dot{\gamma}) \quad \text{Eq. 2.5} \]

**Pseudoplastic with yield point**

\[ \tau_y > 0 \text{ and } n \neq 1 \quad \tau = \tau_y + K(\dot{\gamma})^n \quad \text{Eq. 2.6} \]

![Graph](image)

**Figure 2.1:** Representation of the behaviour of liquids according to 5 different models

Dilatant or shear thickening broths can be encountered when working with mediums containing high concentrations of small insoluble particles such as corn starch.[2, 4] When the shear rate is increased (e.g. during fermenter start-up), this type of flow behaviour can cause the broth viscosity to abruptly increase as much as two or three orders of magnitude.[2, 4] The increase in viscosity affects power consumption and causes strain on the shaft, gear and motor of the fermenter. A low shear mixing system is therefore preferable when working with dilatant fluids. In many shear thickening liquids, a certain amount of mixing is needed to avoid sedimentation or to draw down
floating particles. A rheological characterisation of the medium is therefore important to ensure the fermenter setup is able to handle the maximum stress encountered during the fermentation.

Fermentation broths are often shear thinning. At shear rates relevant for large stirred fermenters (10-25 s⁻¹), the pseudoplastic model has been successfully used to describe the rheology of both fungal fermentations and those where exopolysaccharides were produced.[2, 5] The pseudoplastic model does not include a yield stress term, which may be of importance e.g. to determine start-up power requirements. [6]

The Bingham plastic model does include yield stress, but fails to describe shear thinning. To describe pseudoplastic fluids with a yield point, the Herschel-Bulkley model can be used. This model gives an accurate description of the rheological properties of a range of fermentation broths.[2, 7, 8] In some cases, an estimation of the yield stress may prove highly valuable to predict e.g. the formation of unmixed “caverns” in a fermenter or, when determining the power input, the capacity needed at start up. During most industrial fermentations, cavern formation is unacceptable as mass and heat transfer is greatly reduced and is therefore avoided. Allen and Robinson, [9] and Reuss et al. [10] demonstrated that no significant difference between the power-law and Herschel-Bulkley models could be observed over the shear rate range encountered during fermentations. As the yield point is determined at very low shear rates, extremely sensitive equipment is needed for a precise determination. In this thesis, a robust method for characterization of the broth rheology for pilot scale fermentations is developed. Thus the pseudoplastic model is used as it is simpler and less susceptible to equipment inaccuracy. Furthermore, constant broth motion is assumed (η>0).

### 2.2.2 Effect of temperature on viscosity

The viscosity of a fluid is temperature dependent, and generally the viscosity decreases as the temperature increases. Shear heating during a rheological measurement can therefore cause the measured viscosity to decrease if the rheometer is not equipped with accurate temperature control. [5]
2.2.3 Conventional Rheometers

Measurement of the viscosity in fungal fermentations is often challenging due to the complex nature of the broth. The rheological properties are affected by the interaction of a number of different parameters such as cell morphology, biomass concentration and medium components, and even small changes can cause significant increases in broth viscosity. [11] For conventional rheometers with well defined geometries such as a Cone-Plate, Parallel-Plate or concentric cylinder type, the shear rate and shear stress for power-law fluids can be calculated using the equations listed in table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Shear rate and shear stress relationships for four different rheometer geometries. \( \Omega \) - Angular velocity, \( \theta \) - Gap angle, \( M \) - torque, \( r \) - radius, \( L \) - length of cylinder and \( h \) - gap.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geometry</th>
<th>Shear rate ( \dot{\gamma} )</th>
<th>Shear stress ( \tau )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cone-Plate [5]</td>
<td>( \dot{\gamma} = \frac{\Omega}{\theta} )</td>
<td>( \tau = \frac{3M}{2\pi r^2} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrow-Gap Concentric Cylinder [5]</td>
<td>( \dot{\gamma} = \frac{r_0 \Omega}{r_0 - r_i} )</td>
<td>( \tau = \frac{M}{2\pi r_0^2 L} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide Gap Concentric Cylinder [5]</td>
<td>( \dot{\gamma} = \frac{2\Omega}{n \left( 1 - \left( \frac{r_i}{r_0} \right)^\frac{2}{n} \right)} )</td>
<td>( \tau = \frac{M}{2\pi r_i^2 L} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel-Plate [4]</td>
<td>( \dot{\gamma} = \frac{r \Omega}{h} )</td>
<td>( \tau = \frac{3M}{2\pi r^2} \left( 1 + \frac{n}{3} \right) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cone-Plate with Gap [12, 13]</td>
<td>( \dot{\gamma} = \frac{r \Omega}{h} )</td>
<td>( \tau = \frac{3M}{2\pi r^2} \left( 1 + \frac{h \cdot n}{3} \right) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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For the Cone-Plate and the Narrow-Gap Concentric Cylinder rheometers, the shear rate can be calculated independently of the properties of the fluid being measured. Hence the shear rate can be controlled by varying the angular velocity. The shear stress is in both cases directly proportional to the torque. [5] When measuring the viscosity of fungal fermentations, the morphology of the cells may hinder a precise rheological characterisation of the broth as the diameter of pellets in the broth can exceed the annulus of the apparatus leading to large errors in the measured torque. Pellets may also be destroyed during the measurement in both systems thereby altering the rheology of the broth. [1, 14]

To accommodate pellets, the Parallel-Plate or the Wide Gap Concentric Cylinder rheometer can be used. Both rheometers can have a larger annulus thereby minimizing the problems associated with particles in the broth.[1] When using these types of rheometers, the flow behaviour index for the fluid must be calculated before the shear stress and rate can be found. [5] Special caution must be used if the shear rate control and subsequent data analysis are automated, and Newtonian flow behaviour is assumed. This assumption is only acceptable for pseudoplastic fluids if \( r_{i}/r_{c} < 0.97 \). [5]

Due to the macro morphology of fungal fermentation broth, air bubbles are prone to become trapped in the Parallel-Plate rheometer leading to errors in the measured apparent viscosity. To avoid air bubbles, the Cone-Plate with a gap such as described by Jackson and Kaye [12] may be used. This type of setup has successfully been used to characterise fluids with complex rheology, e.g. shear thinning elastic fluids with settling particles. [13] Pedersen [15] used this setup to measure the rheological properties of Aspergillus fermentation broth and got what they reported as “fairly” reproducible results using a system setup with a 2” cone as top plate and a gap of 1.5-2.0mm. Though this setup minimises the error caused by particles and air bubbles, some problematic issues due to fungal fermentation broths remain.
### 2.2.4 The Impeller Rheometer

In addition to the problems associated with annula size and large pellets, Bongenaar et al. [14] reported two additional hurdles to overcome when determining the rheological properties of fungal fermentation broths with traditional rheometers.

1. The formation of a less dense layer at the interaction surfaces.
2. Samples become inhomogeneous during the measurement due to settling and particle interaction.

Bongenaar et al. [14] proposed a method of characterizing the rheological properties of fungal suspensions by measuring the torque on a submerged impeller at different rotation speeds. The power consumption of an impeller \( P \), can be expressed as a function of the power number \( N_p \), the density of the fluid \( \rho \), the diameter of the impeller \( D \), and the rotation speed \( N \) as stated in equation 2.17. [16]

\[
P = N_p \rho N^3 D^5 \quad \text{Eq. 2.17}
\]

In the Laminar flow regime (Re<10), the power number is proportional to the Reynolds number. [1]

\[
N_p = \frac{c}{Re} \quad \text{Eq. 2.18}
\]

Where \( c \) is a constant depending on the tank and impeller geometry. The Reynolds number can be defined as a function of the power number, in the same way as for a normal impeller:

\[
Re = \frac{\rho ND^2}{\eta} \quad \text{Eq. 2.19}
\]

The power consumption can be correlated to the torque on the impeller using equation 2.20. [1]

\[
P = 2\pi NM \quad \text{Eq. 2.20}
\]

By combining equations 2.17, 2.18, 2.19 and 2.20, the relationship between torque and impeller speed can be determined using equation 2.21.

\[
M = \frac{c}{2\pi} \eta D^4 N \quad \text{Eq. 2.21}
\]

c can be calculated by measuring the torque and rotation speeds of the impeller in a Newtonian fluid with known viscosity.
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The average shear rate $\dot{\gamma}_a$ for an impeller in the laminar flow regime is proportional to the impeller speed. [1]

$$\dot{\gamma}_a = kN$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 2.22}

For a fluid that follows the power-law, equations 2.1, 2.4 and 2.22 can be combined resulting in:

$$\eta_s = K(kN)^{n-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 2.23}

Combining equation 2.21 and 2.23 the impeller specific constant $k$ can be isolated:

$$k = \frac{1}{N} \left( \frac{M}{\pi \cdot c KD_1} \right)^{\frac{1}{n-1}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 2.24}

By measuring the torque of the impeller at different rotation speeds submerged in a fluid with known $n$ and $K$ values, $k$ can then be determined.

2.2.5 Online Rheometers

To completely circumvent the problems with settling particles in samples and other inaccuracies associated with off-line measurements, a number of on- and in-line methods have been proposed. Olsvik and Kristiansen [17] demonstrated how an impeller rheometer could be implemented in an external circulation loop, measuring the rheological properties of *Aspergillus niger* fermentation broth in a shear rate range of 5-55s$^{-1}$. Though this system was able to characterize the rheological properties of the broth, the complexity of the setup introduces a number of contamination risks and possible equipment failures. Björkman [18] also used an external loop, but measured the pressure drop in the tube to estimate the viscosity of a *Penicillium chrysogenum* broth. This somewhat simpler and more robust setup was able to measure at higher shear rates than that of Olsvik and Kristiansen [17] (up to 500s$^{-1}$), but the system was difficult to sterilise and pulsation from the circulation pump resulted in noisy data. [19]

Picque and Corrieu [20] used a vibrating rod sensor mounted inside the fermenter during a *Xanthomonas campestris* fermentation. This system is based on a vibrating rod which is excited at a constant frequency, and the viscosity is determined by measuring the damping of the rod. Because the shear rate of the sensor can not be precisely defined, it is necessary to calibrate the system with fluids with known rheological properties. The viscometer was reported to be easy to install and sterilize, and though it
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was not possible to get a precise rheological characterization of the culture medium, Picque and Corrieu [20] were able to follow the changes in the viscosity in-line during a fermentation. In contrast to other in-line probes, the signal was reported to be independent of agitation and aeration intensity.

Due to the difficulties of determining the rheological properties of broths during fermentations, especially those containing fungal mycelium, several studies have proposed correlations between rheology and physical parameters of the fungi, such as biomass concentration and the mycelial size. [11, 21] These correlations are often only applicable to similar system setups, and on- or at-line sampling is still necessary to get an accurate rheological characterization of the broth.
2.3 Materials and Methods

2.3.1 Rheometers and set up

Five different types of rheometers and a viscometer were tested.

1. **Cone-Plate:** A CarriMed CSL 100 rheometer (TA Instruments, New Castle, United States) with temperature control, equipped with a 60mm in diameter acrylic cone with a 2° angle on a plate, with a 57µm truncation. Equipment control and initial data handling was performed using TA Instruments Rheology Solutions software version V123u. The shear stress was measured in the shear rate interval of $\dot{\gamma}=0-250$ s$^{-1}$.

2. **Parallel-Plate:** The CarriMed CSL 100 rheometer equipped with a 60mm in diameter acrylic Parallel-Plate setup with a 2mm gap. The shear stress was measured in the shear rate interval of $\dot{\gamma}=0-250$ s$^{-1}$.

3. **Cone-Plate with Gap:** Identical to the Cone-Plate setup but with a gap of h=2.000mm ($h_0=1.943$mm) as described by Pedersen [15]. The shear stress was measured in the shear rate interval of $\dot{\gamma}=0-250$ s$^{-1}$.

4. **Wide Gap Rheometer:** A Haake Viscotester VT500 (Gebr. HAAKE GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany) was used with a MV-DIN sensor in a MV cup (L/D 58.08mm/38.72mm, $r_r/r_c=0.92$) placed in a temperature controlled vessel connected to a DC3-K20 circulating refrigerated bath. Control and initial data analysis were conducted using the RheoWin 2.97 software package. The torque was measured in the rotational velocity interval of 0-1.55RPS.

5. **Impeller Rheometer:** Two different impeller rheometers were tested.

5.a The previous mentioned Haake Viscotester VT500 with a FL10 vane spindle (L/D 60mm/40mm). A setup similar to that described by Cooke et al., 1988 was used. The sample container was 0.135m in diameter with a sample volume of 1.4L. No temperature control was connected to the setup, however, non-biological samples were stored in a temperature controlled room prior to measurement, and the viscosity
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measurements of fermentation samples were initiated within 1 minute after the sample had been taken from the fermenter. Due to the large volume and a short measuring time, the temperature did not change during the measurement. The viscosity was determined as described in the following: The torque was first measured while the rotational velocity was increased linearly from 0RPS to 2.4RPS in 60s. The shear rate sweep was followed by a pause of 30s where the rotational velocity was kept constant (2.4RPS). Finally, the rotational velocity was linearly decreased to 0 in 60s. To avoid errors from inertial forces, the measured values were compared manually and the shear stress was calculated using an average of the torque from the two shear rate sweeps.

5.b A Brookfield LVDV-II+Pro (Brookfield Engineering Laboratories, Harlow, Essex, United Kingdom) with two different vane spindles V-73 (L/D 25.0mm/12.5mm) and V-74 (L/D 11.0mm/5.5mm) was examined. Different sample containers were used for each vane spindle, all of which had a diameter at least three times that of the vane in use. The sample depth was sufficient to provide a bottom clearance minimum equal to the vane spindle diameter. The sample container was placed in a water-bath to ensure constant temperature during the measurement. The torque was measured in the rotational velocity interval of 0-1.7RPS.

6. Online Sensor: A vibrating rod sensor, Marimex VA-300 with a ViscoScope control console (Marimex Industries Corp, Canada), was used as described by Picque and Corrieu [20]. The sensor was placed in a recirculation loop, connected to a 300L fermenter with a working volume of 225L, and data was recorded continuously. The diameter of the loop at the sensor was 97.60mm. During the calibration of the system, the probe was removed from the loop and placed in 1.5L samples without agitation. Throughout the fermentations the data was recorded online with a constant recirculation rate of approximately 1.8kg s\(^{-1}\) through the external loop holding the probe. The shear rate at the probe was estimate as the wall shear rate of the pipe, using equation 2.25, to \(\dot{\gamma}=20s^{-1}\).

\[
\dot{\gamma}_w = \frac{4Q}{\pi(D/2)^2} \tag{2.25}
\]
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2.3.2 Samples for comparing rheology measurements

Xanthan solutions (0.25-1.50% wt/wt, Rhodopol 23, Rhodia, France) were used as a model medium for all rheometers. All measurements were made in triplicate or more, and used to compare the performance of the six different rheometers and the online sensor. $K$ and $n$ values were determined by fitting the data to the power-law (Eq. 2.4).

For calibration of the Haake Viscotester VT500 with Wide Gap and the FL10 vane spindle, two Newtonian fluids were used. Glycerol (anhydrous, lot 1324145 32607165, Fluka, Sigma-Aldrich, Inc, United States) and Syneronic PE/L61 (Lot 43292888, Brenntag, Germany). The performance of both setups was tested using fermentation broth samples from *Aspergillus oryzae* (A1560) fermentations (see chapter 3 for further information on the fermentations). The Wide Gap Concentric Cylinder setup was further evaluated using bacterial fermentation broth from *Xanthomonas campestris* (ATCC 13951, DSMZ, Germany), see chapter 6 for further information on the fermentations.

To evaluate the performance of the Cone-Plate, Parallel-Plate and Brookfield Impeller Rheometer, the rheological properties of several samples from various fungal fermentations were measured. The samples consisted of fermentation broth from industrial *Aspergillus niger*, *Aspergillus oryzae* and *Trichoderma reesei* fermentations and were provided by Novozymes A/S.

The Marimex online sensor was evaluated using fermentation broth from a *Xanthomonas campestris* (ATCC 13951, DSMZ, Germany) batch fermentation (see chapter 6 for more details on the fermentation), and fungal fermentation broth from a fed-batch fermentation (*Aspergillus oryzae* (1560A), see chapter 3 for further information).
2.4 Results and Discussion

The broad aim of the study is to find a simple and accurate method for viscosity measurements for fungal fermentation broths. The evaluation and comparison of the rheometers are divided into two subsections. First, the rheometers are compared using xanthan solutions of different concentrations. In the second section, the rheometers are tested with fungal fermentation broths.

Xanthan was chosen for the first comparison due to its shear thinning rheological properties, which thus resemble a fungal fermentation broth, but without the interference of large particles, particle settling, and formation of low viscous film layers. When measuring the rheology, simplifications of the equations used to calculate the viscosity may be desirable to reduce the complexity of the calculations. When using automated systems, the software controlling the rheometers does, in some cases, assume Newtonian flow behaviour thereby eliminating the effect of shear thinning. The effects of such simplifications are evaluated using simple xanthan solutions for the rheometers under test.

2.4.1 Comparison of Rheometer Setups using Standardized Xanthan Solutions

The Cone-Plate geometry is mathematically well defined, and the shear stress and rate can be calculated based on the diameter and angle of the cone combined with the torque at a given rotation speed. In contrast to many of the other rheometers, the measured viscosity of the Cone-Plate geometry is independent of the power law constant which makes the rheometer easy to use with shear thinning samples. The Cone-Plate is unfortunately not suitable for viscosity measurements in fungal fermentation broths, as the mycelia pellets and other particulates get lodged between the cone and the plate resulting in incorrect measurements. However the geometry is ideal to be used as a reference for comparing the performance of the other rheometers, by calculating the flow behaviour index ‘n’ and consistency index ‘K’ for a range of different model broths consisting of solutions with different xanthan concentrations.
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1. Cone-Plate: Shear rate sweeps (0-200s⁻¹) were conducted using the Carrimed CSL 100 rheometer with a Cone-Plate geometry, on xanthan solutions with concentrations between 0.25% and 1.50% with 0.25% increments. The constants of the power-law equation 2.4 were determined by plotting the Ln(τ) against Ln(γ) resulting in a straight line. The flow behaviour index and consistency index was then calculated from the slope and intersection of the line. An example of five shear rate sweeps of a 1.50% xanthan solution and corresponding shear stress is plotted in figure 2.2, and show excellent reproducibility. For each shear rate sweep the flow behaviour index and consistency index were then calculated (n=0.199±0.002, K=10.21±0.33). The solid line in figure 2.2 was calculated based on the average flow behaviour index and consistency index. As can be seen, an excellent fit to the data can be obtained using the simple equation 2.4. The fit of the data did not significantly improve by using equation 2.6 with more variables, and equation 2.4 was therefore used to minimise the complexity of the data processing. The n and K values were calculated for each xanthan solution and plotted in figures 2.3 and 2.4 and designated ‘REF: CP’. The calculated values had a low variation for each sample as can be seen by the low standard deviation (below 0.005 and 0.33 respectively) of the data (figures 2.2 and 2.3). These values were used as the benchmark for comparison with the other rheometers. The results show that the values for n were all less than 1, as is to be expected for a pseudoplastic fluid, and declined as the xanthan gum concentration increased to 0.75% and then rose with further increases in concentration (figure 2.3). The values for the consistency index K rose as the xanthan concentration was increased (figure 2.4).
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![Graph showing shear stress vs. shear rate]

**Figure 2.2:** Shear stress recorded during five shear rate sweeps from 0 to 200 s\(^{-1}\) of 1.50% xanthan (x, 0, □, Δ, o) measured with a Cone-Plate rheometer. For each shear rate sweep, a new sample was loaded to the rheometer. For each sample, the consistency and flow behaviour indexes were calculated. The solid line represents the values for the resulting average values.

2. **Parallel-Plate:** This rheometer was found to give ‘n’ and ‘K’ values essentially the same as the reference Cone-Plate rheometer when measuring correctly loaded samples of xanthan solution ranging from 0.25% to 1.50% (data not shown). However, the rheometer had a small rim on the bottom plate to prevent low viscosity samples from flowing out from between the plates. Due to the rim, air-bubbles were prone to become trapped when lowering the ram with the top plate, resulting in large deviations in the measured viscosity. Due to these practical issues, no further evaluation of the system was performed.

3. **Cone-Plate with Gap:** In light of the issues of gas bubble entrapment with the Parallel-Plate rheometer, the Cone-Plate with Gap setup was used. It was also expected that the gap would allow better measurements of broths containing particles, such as mycelial pellets, or from coarse complex growth media. Viscosity measurements with xanthan
gum gave good results, and the shear rate and shear stress were calculated using equation 2.15 and 2.16. When fitting the data to the power-law (equation 2.4), both flow behaviour and consistency indexes equivalent to those found with the true Cone-Plate setup could be determined (figure 2.3 and 2.4, ‘CP with gap’); the average numerical error was <0.01 for the flow behaviour indexes, and <0.2 for the consistency indexes. The accuracy of this method is well within the limits of what can be accepted for practical use in the laboratory by skilled personnel. However, the method for shear stress calculation is somewhat cumbersome and is not suited for non-specialist users, for example plant operators. To reduce the complexity of the shear stress calculations, different simplifications and assumptions were tested.

3. a Simplification of the Cone-Plate with Gap by assuming Parallel-Plate behaviour: If the angle of the cone is small or the gap is large (h>>tanθ r ⇒ h=h_o), the shear stress calculation for the Parallel-Plate setup (equation 2.14) can be used as an estimate of the shear stress of the Cone-Plate with Gap. This assumption will lead to a slight overestimation of the shear stress and thereby a higher consistency index, but as can be seen in figure 2.3 and 2.4 (‘CP with gap- PP’), the error is insignificant compared to the overall deviations. This simplification does not affect the shear rate calculation, and thus does not affect the flow behaviour index. Hence this simplification of the calculation method can be applied without affecting the overall result. Unfortunately, the simplification of the shear stress calculation is somewhat limited as the flow behaviour index still needs to be determined before the shear stress can be calculated. If the complexity of the overall method is to be significantly reduced, the flow behaviour index must be removed as a variable from the shear rate and stress calculations.

3. b Simplification of the Cone-Plate with Gap by assuming Cone-Plate behaviour: If the effect of the fluid below the cone is neglected, the shear stress can be calculated using equation 2.8 (n=0), i.e. by using the method for the conventional Cone-Plate rheometer. The error associated with this simplification is little at low viscosities and at low values of ‘n’ where the effect of the fluid at the plate on the fluid at the measuring cone is minimal. The calculated consistency indexes (figure 2.4, ‘CP with gap- CP’ are therefore very similar to those found with the true Cone-Plate setup at low xanthan gum
concentrations with a numerical error < 0.07. As the xanthan concentrations were increased, the agreement between using the simplified Cone-Plate with gap calculation procedure and the reference Cone-Plate was not as good. For a xanthan concentration of 1.5%, the deviation of the calculated consistency indexes increased up to 0.84 Ns \( \cdot \) m\(^{-2}\). This is due to deformation of the fluid below the cone in the wide gap setup, which dampens the stress resulting in lower measured torque and thus a lower consistency index. It is thus concluded that this viscosity measurement method is most suitable for low to medium viscosity fermentations.

3.c Simplification of the Cone-Plate with Gap using TA instruments software: The Cone-Plate with gap rheometer was controlled using TA Instruments Rheology Solutions software version V123u. The software could not be set for a Cone-Plate with Gap setup, thus the shear rate and stress were estimated using the settings for a Parallel-Plate rheometer, given the apparent suitability of making this assumption, which was found above. The software calculates the shear stress for a Parallel-Plate rheometer using equation 2.13 (figure 2.3, “CP with gap- TA Instruments”) and the shear stress with equation 2.26 (figure 2.4, CP with gap- TA Instruments).

\[ \tau = \frac{2M}{\pi r^4} \quad \text{Eq. 2.26} \]

Good agreement with the reference rheometer setup was seen for the values of ‘n’. However, Equation 2.26 is only valid for Newtonian fluids (n=1). Hence the shear thinning properties are neglected by the software. This method therefore resulted in shear stress and consistency index values that were on average 29% higher than the reference setup. Due to the large error, this approach cannot be recommended for viscosity measurements in xanthan gum or fungal fermentations, even though it is the only method which can be executed without extensive post-measurement data analyses.
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Figure 2.3: Flow behaviour index (n) for six xanthan solutions measured on Carrimed CSL 100 rheometer with Cone-Plate (REF: CP) and Cone-Plate with Gap (CP with gap), plotted with standard deviation. Determination of 'n' for the Cone-Plate with Gap was subsequently simplified by assuming Parallel-Plate behaviour (CP with gap- PP) and Cone-Plate behaviour (CP with gap- CP), and finally determined using the software supplied with the equipment (CP with gap- TA instruments).

Figure 2.4: Consistency index (K) for six xanthan solutions measured on Carrimed CSL 100 rheometer with different setups plotted with standard deviation. See figure 2.3 for legend explanation.
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4. Wide Gap Rheometer: The wide gap setup can be expected to be more suitable for fungal type fermentations than the other types examined above due to the 5mm gap available to accommodate particulates and pellets. The shear rate and shear stress of model xanthan solutions was calculated using equation 2.11 and 2.12, and the resulting data was fitting to the power-law (equation 2.4). The calculated flow behaviour and consistency indexes were plotted in figure 2.5 ‘n’ and ‘K’ respectively (MV-DIN Wide gap). When compared to the reference Cone Plate setup, it can be seen that in general the Wide Gap Rheometer resulted in poor estimations of the rheological properties of the different xanthan solutions. The relatively large deviation could be caused by the bottom cone which is neglected in the calculations. The RheoWin data Manager program, which is used for setup and control of the Haake Viscotester VT500, uses a narrow gap estimation for shear rate and stress calculation (equation 2.9 and 2.10), even though this assumption is only acceptable for pseudoplastic fluids if the ratio of the radius for the inner to outer wall is \( r_i/r_o < 0.97 \). In the present case, where \( r_i/r_o = 0.92 \), using the software uncritically introduces a significant error. Thus, for a fluid with a flow behaviour index of 0.2, an angular velocity of \( \Omega = 10 \text{rads}^{-1} \) will give a result of 180s\(^{-1}\) using the wide gap method compared to 128s\(^{-1}\) using the narrow gap. This approximation leads to a lower calculated shear stress compared to using equation 2.12. The simplification of the governing equations by the software assuming narrow gap thereby results in consistency indexes which are closer to those determined with the Cone-Plate rheometer and better estimations of the viscosity (see figure 2.5 ‘K’ and ‘Viscosity’, MV-DIN Narrow Gap). No significant difference is seen with respect to the flow behaviour index values (figure 2.5 ‘n’).

5. Impeller Rheometer: This type of rheometer setup may be expected to be the most successful offline viscosity measurement method for fungal fermentations given that it does not rely on plates, cones or cylinders sliding past each other, but employs an impeller rotating in a large volume of liquid. Two different impeller rheometers were tested in model xanthan solutions; the Haake Viscotester VT500 and the Brookfield LVDV-II+Pro.

5.a Haake Viscotester VT500 with FL10 vane spindle: Before the shear rate and stress could be determined for the Viscotester VT500 with a FL10 vane spindle, the constant ‘c’
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was calculated using equation 2.21 and measured data from two Newtonian fluids with known viscosity Glycerol, \( \mu_{\text{Gly}} = 0.934 \text{Pas} \) and \( \mu_{\text{Synperonic PE/L61}} = 0.348 \text{Pas} \) (\( c = 314 \)). The constant \( k \) was determined to be 13.4 for the spindle using equation 2.24 and a 1.25% xanthan solution with known flow behaviour value \( (n=0.174) \) and consistency index \( (K=9.03) \).

The flow behaviour and consistency indexes for the six different xanthan solutions measured with the FL10 sensor were similar to those found with the Cone-Plate reference system as illustrated in figures 2.5. Although some deviation (20-23% lower) of the calculated flow behaviour indexes could be observed at xanthan concentrations below 0.75%. For the remaining xanthan solutions, the average difference between the Cone-Plate and FL10 was less then the standard deviation (\( \approx 3.6\% \)). The consistency indexes were determined with satisfactory precision with an average numerical deviation of 0.27 Ns\(^m\)^{-2}. 
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**Figure 2.5:** Flow behaviour index (n), consistency index (K), and viscosity at a shear rate of 20s\(^{-1}\) for six different xanthan solutions measured on a Haake 500 rheometer equipped with a MV-DIN and a FL10 sensor, plotted with the corresponding values determined with a Cone-Plate rheometer. The values for MV-DIN Wide Gap are calculated using equation 2.11 and 2.12, whereas equation 2.9 and 2.10 are used for MV-DIN Narrow Gap.
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Even though the flow behaviour and in particular the consistency indexes determined with the Haake VT500 FL10 do deviate from those found with the Cone-Plate setup at low viscosities, the errors are of minor practical importance. In the bottom diagram of figure 2.5, the viscosities at 20s\(^{-1}\) have been calculated for each setup by inserting the determined n and K values in equation 2.1 and 2.4. From the figure, it is evident that the viscosities determined with the Haake VT500 with the FL10 impeller are essentially the same as those from the reference Cone-Plate setup, indicating that this simple setup is able to determine the flow behaviour and consistency index accurately.

5.b Brookfield LVDV-II+Pro with V-73 and V-74 vane spindles: The FL10 vane requires a sample volume of approximately 1.4L to ensure the measurement is not affected by the sample container walls. Such a large sample volume limits the use of the setup for laboratory fermentations and also represents a large sample volume at pilot scale. The Brookfield LVDV-II+Pro with smaller spindles was therefore tested in an attempt to minimize the sample volume. Initial tests with the V-73 spindle (L/D 25.0mm/12.5mm) showed that the maximum torque of the Brookfield LVDV-II+Pro severely limited the rotation speed when testing with xanthan solutions above 0.75%. Hence no further investigation was performed with this spindle. The V-74 (L/D 11.0mm/5.5mm) was able to measure the flow behaviour indexes for xanthan solutions. However, it was difficult to obtain consistent results (data not shown). The maximum torque measured with the V-74 was well within the acceptable range, and the small size of the spindle facilitated sample volumes as low as a few centilitres.

6. Online Sensor: When taking a sample to perform a rheological characterization, there is a risk of contaminating the fermenter. Furthermore, some rheometers, such as the vane spindle, require a relatively large sample volume. For some applications, it may therefore be desirable to use a non-destructive in-line probe, especially if the viscosity changes rapidly during the fermentation. The Marimex VA-300 vibrating rod sensor was therefore tested for in-line measurement of viscosity. The sensor was calibrated by submerging the rod in a 1.50% xanthan solution. A constant scale factor between the Marimex sensor and a reference value was then found by dividing the viscosity determined with the Carrimed CSL 100 Cone-Plate rheometer at \(\dot{\gamma} = 20\text{s}^{-1}\) with the average of 20 measurements from the probe signal. This scale factor was then used to
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determine the viscosity of the six xanthan solutions (0.00-1.50%). The viscosities found
with the Marimex can be seen in figure 2.6 plotted with the corresponding viscosities
calculated from the Carrimex CSL 100 Cone-Plate and Haake VT500 FL10 rheometers.
The measured viscosities covered the range previously reported in fungal fermentations
(at the same shear rate).[22] The results show that using this simple calibration method,
the Marimex VA-300 vibrating rod sensor gives a very good estimation of the viscosity of
the xanthan solutions ($R^2=0.998$).

![Graph showing viscosity at Xanthan Concentration]  

Figure 2.6: Viscosity determined at $\dot{\gamma}=20 s^{-1}$ using the Carrimex CSL 100 Cone-Plate,
Marimex VA-300 and Haake VT500 FL10. The viscosity from the Marimex probe
is based on an average of 20 measurements and plotted with the sample
standard deviation.

2.4.2 Comparison of Rheometers for Viscosity Measurements in
Fermentation Broths

The data above was collected using model xanthan gum solutions and indicated that all
of the setups could give comparable results and were suitable for viscosity
measurements. However the broad goal of the current work is to find a measurement
method applicable to fungal fermentation broths. The successful rheometer setups were
therefore tested with different fermentation broths.
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1. Cone-Plate: Even though the Cone-Plate rheometer was able to give an efficient and precise rheological characterisation of the xanthan solutions, the setup could not be used for fungal fermentation broth due to pellets and other particles in the broth. The use of Cone-Plate type rheometers for fermentation broth characterisation is therefore limited to cultivations with single cells such as bacteria and yeasts.

2. Parallel-Plate: As previously discussed, the rheometer was found to function adequately when measuring solutions of xanthan loaded correctly onto the plate. However, the Parallel-Plate was found to be unsuitable for samples from fungal fermentations as it was difficult to avoid air-bubbles from being trapped between the plates. Due to these problems, the setup was neither easily applicable nor robust and was not examined any further.

3. Cone-Plate with Gap: This rheometer was found to give a precise rheological description of *Trichoderma reesei* fermentation broth (Figure 2.7). For example, at room temperature, a viscosity of \(0.032\) Pa s at 95 s\(^{-1}\) was measured in a complex cellulose containing fermentation broth. Further tests showed that the viscosity of industrial fermentation samples of *Aspergillus niger* and *Aspergillus oryzae* could also be tested for broths with pellets less than 1mm in diameter. Despite what could be expected, no evidence of the formation of a low viscous hydration layer could be detected in any of the samples measured. This may be an effect of the cone being made of plastic, with a slightly rough surface (compared to polished steel). Furthermore, no signs of significant sample degradation/break up could be observed during the shear rate sweeps. This was continuously tested by comparing the shear stress of the up and down sweep. Due to the angle of the cone, the risk of air-bubbles getting trapped was smaller compared to the Parallel-Plate setup. In contrast to the vane spindle rheometers, the Cone-Plate with Gap was equipped with precise temperature control. The rheometer was therefore used in the reference for comparison with the other rheometers and also to examine the effect of changing the temperature of the broth.

Effect of temperature on the viscosity of fungal broth. The Carrimed CSL 100 rheometer with Cone-Plate with Gap setup was used to measure a *Trichoderma reesei* fermentation broth sample. The viscosity was measured at different temperatures and
the results are shown in figure 2.7. No difficulties were observed when measuring the viscosity with this setup. The results in figure 2.7 indicate that temperature has a large impact on the viscosity of this fermentation broth, which fell by 38% over the temperature range studied. It is therefore important to perform the viscosity measurement at the correct fermentation temperature to get a precise result.

![Figure 2.7: Viscosity of *Trichoderma reesel* fermentation broth at 95s\(^{-1}\) measured in the temperature interval 280-310K.](image)

4. Wide Gap Rheometer:

Attempting to measure the rheology of fungal fermentation broths using the Haake MV-Din Wide Gap Concentric Cylinder rheometer did not result in reproducible results. As previously reported by Bongenaar *et al.* [14], a hydration layer was formed resulting in a seemingly thixotropic behaviour\(^1\). When lowering the cylinder into the broth there was to some extent a sieve effect even though the annulus was larger then the fungal pellets. Due to these problems, the Wide Gap Rheometer cannot be not used with fungal broths. The setup performed significantly better when testing *Xanthomonas campestris* fermentation broth, which resembled the xanthan solutions. The shear stress was measured in a shear rate interval of approximately 0-200s\(^{-1}\), and based on the

---

\(^1\) The sample was pseudoplastic and seemed to become less viscous over time when measured by the rheometer.
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calculated ‘n’ and ‘K’ values, the viscosity at higher shear rates could be estimated. In figure 2.8, the viscosity calculated at a shear rate of 1250s\(^{-1}\) during two *Xanthomonas campestris* fermentations is plotted against the in-line viscosity measured using the Marimex probe (see chapter 6 for further information on the fermentation).

5. Impeller Rheometer: As previously stated, this type of rheometer was considered likely to be the best choice for fungal fermentation broths, as the viscosity can be measured directly in the sample container, and the rheometer is compatible with mycelium as well as pelleted growth. Sample handling is therefore relatively simple, whereas the data processing is relatively complicated compared to the other rheometers tested as the flow behaviour index is needed when calculating the viscosity.

5.a Haake Viscotester VT500 with FL10 vane spindle: This rheometer gave results almost identical to the much more advanced Carrimed CSL 100 rheometer with a Cone-Plate geometry, in xanthan solutions with viscosity similar to that of fungal fermentations (0.5-1.5%, figure 2.5). After the initial calibration of the setup, the rheological measurements of fungal fermentation broths (*Aspergillus oryzae* and *Trichoderma reesei*) was uncomplicated. The spindle was able to keep insoluble particles in suspension in non-viscous broths, thus ensuring that the composition of the sample was constant during the measurement. Due to the large volume of the sample (1.4 L), no temperature control was needed. Furthermore, for cultures with highly differentiated morphology, the large volume ensured that the sample was a good representative of the ‘average’ conditions in the fermenter. In figure 2.9, the viscosity calculated at a shear rate of 1250s\(^{-1}\) during an *Aspergillus oryzae* fermentation is plotted against the in-line viscosity measured using the Marimex probe (see chapter 3 for further information on the fermentation). The large sample volume was, however, also the main drawback and the performance of smaller vanes were therefore tested.

5.b Brookfield LVDV-II+Pro with V-73 and V-74 vane spindles: The torque restrictions of the Brookfield LVDV-II+Pro made the V-73 unsuited for use with the fungal fermentation samples. The V-64 spindle was further tested with fermentation broth samples, but both failed to produce consistent results. When testing the V-74 spindle on industrial *Aspergillus niger*, *Aspergillus oryzae* and *Trichoderma reesei* broths, the torque available did not restrict the shear rate sweeps. However, the spindle was not able to agitate the sample sufficiently during the measurements resulting in sedimentation. Furthermore,
the radius of the spindle (2.75mm) was not significantly larger than the diameter of the largest pellets in the broth (up to 1.5mm). During the measurements, the pellets were forced out of the areas between the spindle blades resulting in a mycelium free cavity around the spindle rendering a precise characterisation of the broths impossible. Hence, it was concluded that neither the V-73 nor the V-74 were suitable for use with the LVDV-II+Pro for rheological characterisation of fungal broths.

6. Online Sensor: To evaluate the performance of the Marimex in-line sensor during fermentation, the probe was placed in a recirculation loop and data was measured during two Xanthomonas campestris batch fermentations. The online data was compared with data measured using the Haake MV-DIN Wide-gap rheometer, but correlated poorly when using the scale factor determined with the Carrimed CSL 100 Cone-Plate rheometer at \( \dot{\gamma}_{\text{app}} = 20 \text{s}^{-1} \) (data not shown). The fit could be significantly improved by recalibrating the system to a shear rate of 1250s\(^{-1}\) (estimate maximum shear rate in the, 97.60mm in diameter, external loop section of the RJH system). During the initial calibration, the probe had been submerged in samples without any stirring or flow, whereas the flow during the fermentation was \( \sim 1.8 \text{ks}^{-1} \) at the probe. In contrast to what was reported by Picque and Corrieu [20], the probe signal does therefore seem to be affected by the agitation/flow. Using the new scale factor, the signal from the in-line sensor was observed to give measurements similar to those determined at-line with the Haake MV-DIN (see figure 2.8).
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**Figure 2.8:** Viscosity determined at $\dot{\gamma}_{\text{app}}=1250\text{s}^{-1}$ during two *Xanthomonas campestris* batch fermentations. Based on data from the Haake MV-DIN at-line rheometer plotted against values determined with the Marimex VA-300 in-line sensor.

**Figure 2.9:** Viscosity determined at $\dot{\gamma}_{\text{app}}=1250\text{s}^{-1}$ during an *Aspergillus oryzae* fed-batch fermentation. Based on data from the Haake FL-10 at-line rheometer plotted against values determined with the Marimex VA-300 in-line sensor.
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An equally good fit was found when testing the probe with fungal fermentation broths and using the scale factor at 1250 s\(^{-1}\), see figure 2.9 where the in-line measured viscosity from the marimex sensor is plotted against data from the Haake Viscotester VT500 with a FL10 vane spindle.
2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, five different types of rheometers and a viscometer were tested. The Cone-Plate, Wide Gap Concentric Cylinder, Parallel-Plate and the small vane spindle rheometers all failed to give a precise rheological description of the fungal fermentation broths examined. In contrast, the Carrimed CSL 100 Cone-Plate with Gap could be used for both model broth and real fungal fermentations and was found to give highly reproducible and precise results. The data handling was complex, but could be simplified if the flow behaviour of the fluid was known, enabling the use of a constant flow behaviour index. The main drawback of the method was the great precision required when the samples were loaded to avoid air bubbles from being trapped. Furthermore, the results were affected by the small sample volume, which makes the rheometer difficult to use for non-specialist users.

Measurements with the Haake FL10 vane spindle rheometer were found to be easier than the Cone Plate with Gap setup and to give results with an acceptable accuracy and reproducibility, but the initial calibration and in particular the following data analysis were more complex. Nevertheless, the measurements can easily be performed by non-specialist users and are thus suitable for an industrial setting. The main drawback of the method is the large sample volume needed.

The Marimex VA-300 was found to be an excellent way to eliminate the need for sample taking and to provide frequent online measurements. The probe can provide valuable information in fermentations where rapid changes in viscosity take place. It is, however, necessary to calibrate the probe against an at-line rheometer (such as the Haake FL10 vane spindle).

Combining the on-line data from the Marimex VA-300 sensor with the at-line data from the Haake FL10 vane spindle results in a precise and robust method for determination of the rheological properties in a pilot or industrial scale fungal fermentation.
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Mass Transfer Optimization in Fed-batch
*Aspergillus oryzae* Fermentations - using a Rotating Jet Head Mixing System

3.0 Abstract

At high biomass concentrations, mixing in traditional bioreactors becomes increasingly difficult due to the viscous nature of most fermentation broths. Cooling aggregates may further hinder mixing in the periphery of the tank. In poorly mixed areas, very limited mass and heat transfer takes place reducing the overall efficiency of the fermenter. The Rotary Jet Head (RJH) mixing system is a novel method with possible applications for efficient mixing and air sparging in highly viscous fermentations. In this chapter, a RJH of the type IM15 with 7mm nozzles and isolated gear was used for pilot scale fed-batch *Aspergillus oryzae* (A1560) fermentations. The tank volume was 310l with a working volume of 225l. For the first time, the performance of the RJH system was evaluated by conducting fermentations. The data was compared to fermentations conducted in a baffled 300l fermenter with a working volume of 195l equipped with an Intermig impeller set. Mass transfer and the effect of shear stress on the filamentous fungus were examined using a complex soy based medium and a defined medium. The complex soy based medium resulted in similar morphology and rheological properties for the two fermenter systems, however, the volumetric oxygen transfer rate of the RJH system was twice that of the Intermig, in spite of a lower energy consumption. In fermentation with defined medium, the RJH system did not affect the growth rate, but caused a significantly increased fragmentation rate compared to the Intermig fermenter, leading to a reduction of broth viscosity and improved volumetric gas transfer rates, without any apparent detrimental effects on the fermentation. The RJH system yielded a very open non-pelleted growth, and given the advantages with respect to mixing and mass transfer appears to be a very promising system for both fungal fermentation and other viscous oxygen demanding processes.
3.1 Introduction

Filamentous fungi are frequently used in industrial biotechnology due to their ability to produce and excrete large amounts of protein, as well as primary and secondary metabolites. During many fermentations, the oxygen transfer rate (OTR) is a key limiting parameter, and decreases in the dissolved oxygen tension (DOT) can result in significantly reduced yields or increased production time. [1] In fungal fermentations mycelium interactions may lead to increased viscosity resulting in a lower OTR and less mixing as described in equation 2.19. [1, 2] The morphology and growth of the fungal mycelium are therefore an important parameter when it comes to the rheological properties of a fermentation broth. [1] Numerous studies have been conducted to elucidate the relationship between fungal morphology and broth rheology [3-6], and there are several reviews on the topic, e.g. Metz et al. [7].

The effect of hyphal fragmentation on productivity and broth viscosity has been found to be highly strain and product specific. For lovastin production in *Aspergillus terreus* [8] as well as penicillin production in *Penicillium chrysogenum* [9], pelleted growth and low fragmentation give rise to high production rates, whereas high final titres of citric acid have been reached using *Aspergillus niger* growing in dispersed mycelium. [6] Amanullah et al. [10] and Bhargava et al. [1] demonstrated how hyphal fragmentation by highly intense mixing can reduce the viscosity of fungal fermentation broth without decreasing protein production. Mycelium fragmentation may therefore be used as a tool to reduce the viscosity and subsequently to increase the OTR during a fermentation. Hyphal fragmentation occurs when the shear force exceeds the tensile strength of the hypha. [11] The strength of the cell wall can be affected by several different physiological factors such as growth rate, mycelium age and medium components, but also physical parameters such as the specific energy dissipation rate in the mixing region of a fermenter and the frequency with which the fungi is subjected to high shear stresses. [3, 9, 12]

Amanullah et al. [13] and Li et al. [3] were both able to obtain a good fit between mycelium fragmentation of *Aspergillus oryzae* and the so-called energy dissipation/circulation function (EDCF). [3, 13]

For a classical impeller mixed system, the EDCF is defined as the following [3, 12, 14]:

\[
EDCF = \frac{P}{kD_i^3 t_c}
\]  
Eq. 3.1

Where \( P \) is the power input under gassed conditions, \( D_i \) is the impeller diameter, \( t_c \) is the circulation time and \( k \) is an impeller specific constant defined as:

\[
k = \frac{\pi W}{4 D_i}
\]  
Eq. 3.2

Where \( W \) is the height of the impeller. Combining equation 3.1 and 3.2 one gets:

\[
EDCF = \frac{P}{V_i \ t_c}
\]  
Eq. 3.3

Where \( V_i \) is the volume swept by the impeller. The hyphal fragmentation rate is therefore dependent on the power input, the volume in which the power of the impeller is applied, and how often the fungi are exposed to the high shear/power intensity conditions.

The circulation time is calculated using equation 3.4.

\[
t_c = \frac{V_i}{Q_i}
\]  
Eq. 3.4

Where \( V_i \) is the liquid volume in the fermenter and \( Q_i \) is the impeller liquid pumping rate. \( Q_i \) can be estimated using the gas flow number \( N_{flg} \) of the impeller as the following:

\[
Q_i = N_{flg} ND_i^3
\]  
Eq. 3.5

Where \( N \) is the impeller speed and \( N_{flg} \) can be calculated based on the flow number at ungassed conditions \( (N_0) \) and the ratio between the gassed \( (P_{O_g}) \) and ungassed \( (P_o) \) power numbers.

\[
N_{flg} = N_0 \frac{P_{O_g}}{P_o}
\]  
Eq. 3.6

When comparing different impeller systems, the power consumption of a given system can be estimated using equation 3.7.

\[
P = P_{O_g} N^{3} D_{i}^{5}
\]  
Eq. 3.7

When calculating the power consumption for gassed conditions \( P_{O_g} \) is used.
3.2 Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Growth medium
Two different media were used. 1) A complex soy-based undefined medium provided by Chr. Hansen A/S, Denmark containing salts, soy flour, 0.05g l⁻¹ streptomycin sulphate, and 20g l⁻¹ glucose as carbon source. 2) The chemically defined minimal medium from Carlsen et al.[15]. The chemically defined minimal medium consisted of (per liter): 10.0g glucose (monohydrate), 5.0g (NH₄)₂SO₄, 1.5g KH₂PO₄, 1.0g MgSO₄·7H₂O, 1.0g NaCl, 0.1g CaCl₂·2H₂O, 0.05g streptomycin sulphate, and 0.5ml trace metal solution. The trace metal solution contained: 14.3g ZnSO₄·7H₂O, 2.5g CuSO₄·5H₂O, 0.5g NiCl₂·6H₂O, 13.8g FeSO₄·7H₂O, and 3.0g citric acid.[19] The streptomycin did not affect the growth rate of the fungi, but ensured the batches were not contaminated by bacteria growth. All fermentations were conducted as fed-batch and 50% (w/w) glucose was added with a constant rate of 4g l⁻¹ h⁻¹ based on the start volume of the tank. The feed phase was initiated at the end of the batch growth phase, based on a drop in the volumetric CO₂ production rate ‘q(CO₂)’.

3.2.2 Fermenter setup and cultivation conditions
Two fermenter setups were used. 1) The RJH fermenter described in chapter 1 with a start volume of 200l when using the complex soy-based medium, and 225l for the chemically defined medium. The system was operated with a constant pump speed of 200RPM. 2) A baffled 300l fermenter with a working volume of 195l equipped with an Intermig impeller set. During the fermentation the stirrer speed was maintained at 300RPM.

Inoculum: 1.8ml of a spore stock (6.6·10⁷ spores/ml) in glycerol was used to inoculate three 2l shake flasks, each of which contained 0.67l of chemically defined minimal medium. After two days of shaking at 100 RPM at 30°C, the mycelium was used to inoculate the fermenter resulting in an inoculation percent of 0.9% and 1.0% for the RJH and Intermig system respectively.

**Fermentation Conditions:** Fermentations were conducted at 30°C with a volumetric airflow rate of 1VVM. The pH was maintained at 6.0 by automatic HCl and NH₂OH addition.

**Determination of Power Input:** The power input of the Intermig system (P₁m) was determined by measuring the power drawn from the motor (P₂m) under gassed conditions at a specific impeller speed and subtracting the corresponding power consumption for the system without liquid in the tank (P₃m). The power input from the air was calculated using equation 3.8.

\[ P₁m = P₂m - P₃m \]  
Eq. 3.8

During the fermentations the impeller speed was maintained at 300 RPM while measuring the power drawn by the motor.

The power input of the RJH was estimated as the sum of the power from the air and the pump in the circulation loop.

\[ P_{RJH} = P_a + P_{pump} \]  
Eq. 3.9

The power input from the gas (Pₐ) was calculated using equation 1.6. The power input from the pump was estimated as the difference in pressure in the circulation loop and the fermenter (equation 3.10).

\[ P_{pump} = Q_Lρ_LΔp \]  
Eq. 3.10

Where \( Q_L \) is the liquid flow, \( ρ_L \) is the density of the liquid and \( Δp \) is the pressure difference. The recirculation pump, which had a liquid displacement per revolution of \( V_{rl}=0.54·10^{-3} \text{m}^3 \), was set at 200RPM equivalent to an average liquid flow rate in the loop of 1.8kgs⁻¹, which resulted in a recirculation time \( t_r=125 \text{s} \) (using a liquid density of 1000kgm⁻³).

**Analysis:** The rheological properties of the broth were measured on-line using a vibrating rod sensor, VA-300 with a ViscoScope control console (Marimex), and at-line using a Haake VT500 FL10 rheometer as described in chapter 2.

The volume weighted size distribution and average projected area of the mycelium was measured using a Mastersizer 2000 (Malvern instruments Ltd) with a Hydro SM manual small volume sample dispersion unit.

A BX-40 Microscope (Olympus) equipped with a RS Photometrics camera (CoolSNAP) was used to take pictures for subsequent manual evaluation of the morphology during the fermentations.

The OTR was calculated using a 5853 S Mass Flow Controller (Brooks Instruments) and a gas monitor model 1308 (Büel & Kjær).

The biomass concentration (g biomass pr. kg broth) in the fermentations with defined medium was determined by filtering a known volume (corresponding to approximately 3g) of sample from the fermenter using pre-weighed filter paper (45μm cut-off). The filter was subsequently washed using 0.9% NaCl and dried in a microwave oven to constant weight. After a minimum of 24h in a desicator, the filters were weighed and the cell dry weight calculated by difference.

To determine the concentration of glucose, ethanol, glycerol and organic acids, samples were centrifuged (10 minutes at 3500g) then filtered (0.20μm) and analysed with a Summit high-pressure liquid chromatograph (Dionex) as described in [16].
3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Energy dissipation/circulation function (EDCF)

Comparison of the EDCF for the fermenter containing the rotating jet head system with other conventional fermenter types may provide information on the type of fungal morphology and viscosity to be expected during a cultivation. To calculate the EDCF for the RJH system the following assumptions were made; \( Q_i = Q \) and instead of \( V_i \) the volume displaced by the pump per revolution \( (V_{pl}) \) was used. Using these assumptions, the EDCF for the RJH system can be calculated, see table 3.1. As no value for \( N_t \) for the Intermig impeller could be found in literature nor from the producers, the EDCF for two alternative systems were calculated based on values from experiments with a six blade Rushton turbine and a pitched blade impeller. The impeller systems were chosen as they are extreme cases of radial and axial flow impellers respectively; hence the EDCF of the mixed flow Intermig impeller is likely to be between these to extremes.

Table 3.1 EDCF for RJH, Rushton turbine and pitched blade impeller. Calculated values based on power consumption in water at 1VVM. Data for the power consumption of the impellers in the 300l fermenter were provided by Chr. Hansen A/S.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow type</th>
<th>RJH</th>
<th>Intermig Impeller</th>
<th>Rushton Turbine</th>
<th>Pitched Blade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Working volume</td>
<td>[m³]</td>
<td>Jet</td>
<td>Counter</td>
<td>Radial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Po</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h/D,</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P/V</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N_pl</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_i</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.54 x 10⁻³</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.9 x 10⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q_i</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0018</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t_c</td>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDCF</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In spite of the small displaced volume per revolution of the RJH, the results in table 3.1 show that the EDCF value for the RJH system (5.3kWm⁻³s⁻¹) is between 10 and 50 times lower than traditional impellers, mainly due to the large difference in circulation time \( t_c \). These theoretical calculations could suggest that cell fragmentation would be less pronounced in the RJH system compared to traditional impeller type systems. The

The morphology of the fungus fermented in the RJH system could thus be expected to contain longer hyphal elements. The EDCF calculation for the RJH does, however, not take the shear forces acting on the cells during their ejection through the jets nor at the interface between the jet streams and bulk liquid into account. These high shear areas may contribute significantly to cell fragmentation.

3.3.2 Fermentation with complex soy medium

In order to evaluate the RJH systems true effect on cell fragmentation, viscosity and cell morphology, fermentations were conducted in the RJH system using a complex industry inspired soy based medium, and compared with a fermenter mixed by an Intermig impeller. The complex medium was chosen since the broth was likely to become highly viscous, and enable a high growth rate. The high growth rate and readily available nutrients were anticipated to result in a high oxygen demand, thereby pushing the fermentation system’s gas transfer capabilities.

The RJH system was observed to function without problems during the fermentation and coped easily with the complex particulate containing medium. No stagnant zones could be observed during the fermentation for neither of the fermenter systems. Due to the particulates present, it was not possible to determine cell dry weight for neither the RJH nor the Intermig fermentation. However, the volumetric production rate of CO2 ‘q(CO2)’ increases exponentially up to 0.029mol l⁻¹ h⁻¹ after 17.6h with a rate of 0.32 for the Intermig and 0.032mol l⁻¹ h⁻¹ at 19.6h with a rate of 0.34 for the RJH system, see figure 3.1 top. The Inoculum was grown in a shake flask with a low agitation rate, which resulted in loose pelleted growth of the mycelium. When added to the fermenters, the pellets were broken up into smaller segments. The shorter initial lag phase of the Intermig system could indicate that the stress on the cells during the brake-up is larger in the RHJ system. However, the similar rate of increase of q(CO2) could indicate that the growth rate of the fungus is not affected by the fermenter during the following batch phase.

---
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**Figure 3.1:** Top: Volumetric production rate of CO₂ measured during two fermentations with complex soy based medium. Bottom: Total volume in the fermenters estimated based on initial volume, sample volumes of 1.5l, and a feed flow rate of 4g l⁻¹ h⁻¹. RJH: Black diamonds (●), Interigm impeller set: gray circles (○).

After 23.4h and 24.6h for the Interigm and RJH system respectively, a drop in q(CO₂) could be seen (figure 3.1, top), indicating the 20g l⁻¹ glucose initially added to the medium was consumed. The fed-batch phase was thus initiated after 25.4h and 26.2h for the Interigm and RJH systems, respectively. The start volume in the two fermenters was 195l and 200l, but as the volume was reduced by 1.5l for each sample, total volumes were reduced to Vₘᵢₙ,Interigm=189l and Vₘᵢₙ,RJH=188l at the beginning of the fed-

Batch phase. During the feed phase, the volume increased to a final value of $V_{\text{max, feed}} = 216\text{l}$ and $V_{\text{max, feed}} = 200\text{l}$, see figure 3.1 bottom. After the glucose feed had been started, the $q(\text{CO}_2)$ of the RJH system was constant (0.25-0.27 mol l$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$) until 50h of fermentation where a small drop to 0.24 mol l$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$ was seen. For the Intermig system the $q(\text{CO}_2)$ decreased from 0.27 mol l$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$ to 0.21 mol l$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$ during the fed-batch phase. As the glucose flow into the fermenter was constant, the drop in $q(\text{CO}_2)$ for the intermig system was an effect of the increasing volume. Due to more frequent sampling of the RJH, the effect was less pronounced.

The volume weighted size distribution, and viscosity, increased rapidly during the initial batch-phase (0-20h) for both fermentation systems, see figure 3.2. The majority of the mycelium was found growing on and around insoluble medium components, e.g. soy particles. During the feed phase, mycelium fragmentation could be observed in both fermentations, resulting in a decreasing volume weighted size distribution and viscosity, see figure 3.2. After 20h of fermentation, the soy particles started to break up into smaller units. As the mycelium “scaffold” disintegrated, the volume weighted size distribution and broth viscosity were reduced and continued to fall to a level of 0.45mm/2.2Pas for the Intermig fermenter and 0.28mm/1.7Pas for the RJH. The soy particles seemed to protect the mycelium from the shear stress in the systems, which could explain why no significant difference could be seen between the two systems during the batch phase. Apart from reduced support from the soy particle size after 20h, a reduction in mycelial tensile strength due to aging may also have affected the mycelium length.

![Graphs](image)

Figure 3.2: Top: Volume weighted size distribution of mycelium during fermentations with complex soy based medium. Bottom: Fermentation broth viscosity measured at-line at a shear rate of 20 s⁻¹. RJH: Black diamonds (●), Intermig impeller set: gray circles (○).

Based on the calculated EDCF for the systems, the RJH was predicted to result in less mycelium fragmentation. The results from the actual fermentations indicates no significant difference between the two systems as the volume weighted size distribution of the RJH was similar to that of the impeller mixed system.

At the maximum viscosity (after 26h in the RJH system, n=0.21 and K=34.0), the minimum Reynolds number in the RJH was calculated (using equation 1.8, 2.1 and 2.4) to approximately 4250 in the jet nozzles (D=7mm). The flow was thus not fully turbulent. However, as no permanently stagnant zones could be seen, the signals from the DOT
probes were assumed to be representative for the conditions for the majority of the fermenter volume.

Throughout the fermentation with the Intermig mixed system, the rotation speed was maintained at 300RPM and the air flow was 195 l/min. The volumetric power input for the Intermig system started at approximately at 2.6 kW m⁻³ and slowly decreased to 2.2 kW m⁻³ as the volume was increased, see figure 3.3 top. The increasing viscosity was anticipated to result in higher power input demands to maintain a rotation speed of 300RPM, but as the gas holdup increase is an effect of the viscosity, thereby reducing the broth density, the power input was constant throughout the fermentation. The increase of biomass resulted in a pressure increase in the recirculation loop of the RJH system from 1.6 bar overpressure to 1.9 bar at the end of the fermentation. However, the effect of the increased pressure on the volumetric power input was neutralised by the increasing volume during the fed-batch phase. Hence the volumetric power input of the RJH increased from 1.6-2.0 kW m⁻³ during the first 36h of fermentation, where a drop to 1.8 kW m⁻³ was seen due to the continually increasing volume.

![Graphs showing power input and oxygen saturation over time.]


Though the volumetric power input of the RJH system was 18-40% less than that of the impeller mixed system and the rheological properties of the systems were similar, the oxygen saturation differed significantly, see figure 3.3 bottom. After 20h the Intermig system was depleted of oxygen, whereas the RJH was able to sustain an oxygen saturation above 20% for the first 50h of fermentation. The oxygen saturation in the RJH did drop with the same rate as the Intermig impeller from 100% to 45% after 20h, but during the fed-batch phase, the DOT saturation decreased with a lower rate thereby avoiding that the system became depleted of oxygen. The superior oxygen transfer of
the RJH system results in an approximately two fold increase of the kₐ compared to the Intermig system during the fed-batch phase as illustrated in figure 3.4.

![Figure 3.4: kₐ during fermentations with complex soy based medium. RJH: Black diamonds (●), Intermig impeller set: gray circles (+).](image)

If the energy efficiency of the motors of the pump and impeller are similar, the RJH system is able to produce a kₐ per kW used which is 2.2-2.6 times higher than the Intermig system during the fed-batch phase. A kₐ increase of that magnitude may prove difficult to obtain purely by increasing the power input or airflow of a traditional system, which will be discussed further in chapter 5.

Carlsen et al. [15] reported that Aspergillus oryzae were able to produce up to 1g/l ethanol when growing in pellets. They assumed the ethanol production was a result of oxygen limitation inside the pellets. During the fermentations conducted in the current work, up to 3.4g/l ethanol was measured in the Intermig fermenter and 1.8g/l in the RJH fermenter, see figure 3.5. The formation of ethanol in the RJH system is initiated after approximately 50h, which coincides with the drop in DOT below 20%. For the Intermig system, the ethanol production also starts as the DOT drops below 20%, however, in the case of the Intermig system this occurs after 20h. These results indicate that although more efficient than the Intermig impeller, the fungi still becomes oxygen limited at the end of the fermentation in the RJH system. In figure 3.5, the glucose concentration is plotted with the ethanol concentration. For the Intermig system, the

glucose concentration drops to close to zero after 25h, but slowly increases during the following 35h (up to 1.2 g/l). For the RJH, the effect of the oxygen limitation seems to be more abrupt at 50h as both glucose and ethanol suddenly increases. This may be caused by the more homogeneous conditions throughout the fermenter compared to the impeller mixed system. In contrast to the dense clumps in the Intermig system, the dispersed mycelium in the RJH are suddenly all being exposed to oxygen limited conditions, which results in a large response.

![Graph showing glucose and ethanol concentrations](image)

**Figure 3.5:** Glucose (solid lines) and ethanol (dashed lines) concentrations during fermentations with complex soy based medium. RJH: Black lines, Intermig impeller set: gray lines.

### 3.3.3 Fermentation with defined minimal medium

All fermentations with defined minimal medium both in the RJH and Intermig fermenter yielded similar biomass concentrations and growth rates as can be seen in figure 3.6 top.
Figure 3.6: **Top:** Biomass concentration during six fermentations in the RJH system (○ △ ○ △ + x) and three in the Internig fermenter (■ ■ ▲ ▲). **Bottom:** LN plot of the volumetric CO₂ production rate during a fermentation in the RJH fermentor. The rate increases exponentially with a rate of 0.26h⁻¹ during the initial 32h. After 33.2h the fed-batch phase was initiated resulting in a constant q(CO₂).

All fermentations had a batch phase with exponential growth phase which lasted until 31±1h after inoculation. The maximum specific growth rate in all fermentations in defined medium (Figure 3.6 top) was determined based on biomass concentration and q(CO₂) during the exponential phase to be 0.26±0.2h⁻¹, which is analogous to the maximum specific growth rate of 0.27h⁻¹ determined by Carlsen et al. [15] using the same medium. Figure 3.6 bottom is an example of LN plot of the q(CO₂), and it can be

seen that the q(CO₂) increased exponentially until 32h had elapsed. The solid line indicates the calculated maximum growth rate. After the exponential phase, a drop in the q(CO₂) can be seen since the glucose is depleted. After the feed is established, the q(CO₂) is constant throughout the fermentation with the exception of two drops (at 51h and 58h) due to pump failures. Based on the q(CO₂), the fermentation seems to be carbon limited rather than oxygen limited. During fermentation in the Intermig and RJH fermenter with the defined minimal medium, the measured dissolved oxygen tension did not drop below 20% for either of the systems, see figure 3.7. In figure 3.7 the sudden increases in DOT for the RJH system is an effect of the glucose depletions (at 32h, 51h and 58h) mentioned earlier.

![Dissolved oxygen tension during fed-batch fermentations with RJH mixing system: black diamonds (*) and Intermig impeller set: gray circles (o).](image)

As previously mentioned *Aspergillus oryzae* have been shown to produce ethanol when oxygen limited.[15] During all fermentations, carbon balances were calculated, as illustrated in figure 3.8, to cross-validate the off-line measurements and to assure that all major carbon containing products could be accounted for.

![Graph showing carbon balances during fermentations with defined minimal medium.](image)

Figure 3.8: Carbon balances during fermentations with defined minimal medium. c-mol added (---), c-mol accounted for (-), Glucose (■), Biomass (▲) and CO2 (○).

For all fermentations on defined medium a simple carbon balance containing; biomass, CO2, and glucose were generally able to account for more the 95% of the total carbon in the system (Figure 3.8). The $Y_{bx}$ (c-mol biomass per c-mol consumed substrate) was determined to be between 0.6 and 0.8 for both fermenter systems. As no ethanol was produced in either of the fermentation systems, it is unlikely the cells are severely oxygen limited.

The power consumption of the Intermig system during the fermentations in defined medium were similar to that of the fermentations with the soy based medium (power drop of approximately 0.4kW m⁻³) (see figure 3.9). During the initial 40h of fermentation, the power input of the RJH system was similar to the previous fermentation (approximately 1.6kW m⁻³), but as the gas holdup and volume increased, the mass flow in the circulation loop decreased resulting in a drop in the volumetric power input (to 50% of the initial level).

![Graph showing power input over time](image)

**Figure 3.9:** Power input during fermentations with defined minimal medium. RJH: Black diamonds (●), Intermig impeller set: gray circles (○).

The different power per volume did, as previously mentioned, not affect the formation of biomass, which is in accordance with other work with filamentous fungi. [3, 10]

Though the growth rate was not affected by the different P/V, the morphology differed significantly between the two fermentation systems. Fermentations with the RJH resulted in free mycelium and loosely associated mycelium clumps, whereas pellets/dense clumps could be observed in the Intermig mixed system, see figure 3.10.

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 3.10:** Typical fungal morphology at 18h: Left RJH and Right Intermig. Bar= 1mm.
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**Figure 3.11:** Left: RJH 1.6kW m⁻³ at 57h, biomass concentration= 28.6g kg⁻¹. Right: Intermig 2.6kW m⁻³ at 45h, biomass concentration= 22.0g kg⁻¹. Note the difference in rheological properties and colour.

The difference in rheology and morphology was also evident by visual inspection, as illustrated in figure 3.11. The broth from the fermentations in the impeller mixed system had a porridge-like rough structure with visible pellets and a pale yellow/cream colour,

whereas the broth from the RJH system was green-yellowish with a smoother texture. For the fermentations from the RJH system the average volume weighted size distribution was between 200 and 400µm throughout the fermentation, whereas the size distribution in the Intermig system resembled the results from the complex soy based medium with a maximum average volume weighted size distribution of 1085µm at 27h. In the case of the defined minimal media, the local high power dissipation zones in the nozzles of RJH system therefore seem to cause hyphal damage, thereby promoting mycelium fragmentation, in contradiction to predictions by the EDCF. Though the circulation time, and thereby the high stress frequency, of the Intermig impeller system is likely to be much higher then the RJH system (based on the values from the six blade Rushton turbine and a pitched blade impeller), the more homogeneous dissipation of the introduced energy results in less mycelium fragmentation. This result is in direct contradiction to the calculated EDCF values.

Fragmentation occurs when the shear force is larger than the tensile strength of a given hypha. [11, 12] During the fermentations with minimal medium in the RJH, an equilibrium between mycelium length and tensile strength seems to have been reached. The higher degree of fragmentation in the RJH system with defined minimal medium compared to the experiment with a complex soy based medium could be due to lower tensile strength, caused by a limiting substrate. Li *et al.* [3] argued that fragmentation in fungal fermentations could be caused by low levels of an important nutrient, and previous studies had shown that fungi lacking an important nutrient exhibit a significant increase in sensitivity to impeller-induced shear stress. [3] Other studies by Bhargava, Wenger and Marten (2003) have demonstrated how limiting the carbon source can decrease the mycelia size, lower broth viscosity, and thereby improve oxygen mass transfer. [1]

The fragmentation prediction by the EDCF may be caused by a secondary intense shear region in the pump. Small volumes of the mycelia may continuously become ground by the pump, resulting in a maximum size determined by the annulus of the pump. This “chopping” effect is, however, not seen in the fermentation with soy based medium, which could indicate that the solid particles in the medium, to some degree, protect the mycelium from the stress by the pump. If fragmentation is desirable in a fermentation with minimal medium, the high power dissipation zones in the RHJ system may be used

to promote fragmentation, thereby reducing the need to stress the fungi further in terms of limiting nutrients to get lower tensile strength.

The lower average volume weighted size resulted in a significantly lower viscosity in the RJH system, as can been seen in figure 3.12. This is somewhat surprising as pelleted growth previously has been reported to reduce the broth viscosity.

![Graph showing viscosity over time](image)

**Figure 3.12:** Viscosity measured at a shear rate at 20s^{-1} during fermentations with defined minimal medium. RJH: Black diamonds (*), Intermig impeller set: gray circles (•).

The oxygen transfer is, as previously discussed in chapter 2, strongly affected by changes in viscosity, and increasing viscosity severely decreases the k_a. During the fermentation in the RJH system, the low viscosity is likely to be a significant contributor to the higher oxygen saturation compared to the Intermig system, as illustrated in figure 3.7.
3.4 Conclusion

This study has indicated that the RJH mixing system can be utilized as an efficient alternative to an Intermig impeller for mixing and air sparging during fungal fermentations. When using a complex soy based medium, no significant change in morphology or rheological properties could be observed between the two systems, but the volumetric oxygen transfer rate of the RJH system was, in spite of a approximately 50% lower energy consumption, twice that of the Intermig. In fermentation with a defined medium, a significant change in morphology was seen, from pelleted growth to mycelium in loosely associated clumps. The change in morphology led to a reduction of broth viscosity and improved volumetric gas transfer rates.

The growth rate was not affected by the mixing system, but the increased fragmentation in the RJH could cause the fungi to become stressed. One method to get a better understanding of the effect of the RJH system could be to look at the physiological state of the cells based on mRNA levels.
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Chapter 4

Intracellular Shear Stress Response in Aspergilli

4.1 Abstract
The Rotary jet-head mixing system has been shown to work as an efficient alternative to
traditional impeller mixed systems for mixing and air sparging during fungal
fermentations (Chapter 3). The intense power dissipation zones of the RJH system do,
however, increase mycelium fragmentation in Aspergillus oryzae fermentations. Though
the fragmentation does not reduce the growth rate, the high shear stress may have an
impact overall stress level of the organism.
In this chapter the intracellular state of the fungi is investigated by studying gene
regulation. Samples of mRNA from two fermentations in the Rotary jet-head system
were compared to similar fermentations performed in an impeller mixed system. A
number of stress related genes which were significantly regulated were identified, but
the majority of the up regulated genes were found in the impeller mixed fermentations.
The short time span in which the cells experience the high shear forces is likely too short
to change the intracellular metabolic state. As the efficient mass transfer in the RHJ
system ensures high average dissolved oxygen tension, compare to the reference
system, the mRNA profile of the surviving fungi are less stressed. When comparing the
results with the response of increased impeller speed for Aspergillus niger the same
clear tendency was found.
These results indicate that the high degree of fragmentation induced by the RJH does
not give rise to any significant stress response of the surviving cells, compared to oxygen
limitations. The mycelium fragmenting rotary jet head system could therefore be used
as an alternative to traditional mixing systems, in fermentations where high oxygen
transfer is crucial.
4.2 Introduction

Several studies have investigated the effect of induced mycelium fragmentation in fungi. (1-6) Mycelium fragmentation is thought mainly to take place in regions of the mycelium weakened by aging or other stress factors such as limiting nutrients.(7) These regions do not contribute directly to the growth of the fungi, and mycelium fragmentation therefore does not generally decrease the growth rate (as discussed in the previous chapter).

Fragmentation can however, reduce the product yield from some fermentations. Jüsten et al. (8) found that Penicillin production by *Penicillium chrysogenum* decreased as mycelium fragmentation increased, because the main production of penicillin took place in the mycelium distal to the growing tips. The morphology of *Aspergillus niger* have also been shown to change at different shear force level which affected the productivity of the fungi. (9) The industrial use of *Aspergillus oryzae* is mainly related to the production of enzymes excreted to the medium. Enzyme secretion is thought mainly to take place in the growing hyphal tips. (10) This is consistent with the results of Amanullah et al. (3) who investigated the morphology and production of recombinant protein (amylglucosidase) in *Aspergillus oryzae*, and found the specific production rate was related to the number of extending tips.(3) As mycelium fragmentation changes the rheological properties of the broth, it is difficult to characterise the physiological response to fragmentation on the cell under production conditions. In this chapter the physiological response to increasing shear stress is investigated for two different *Aspergilli* (*Aspergillus oryzae* and *Aspergillus niger*) based on gene transcriptome data.

The samples are taken from late in the exponential phase, before substrate limitations or reduced growth rates set in. Though increased fragmentation does not reduce growth rate or production of enzymes, the cells may display different stress levels as an effect of the different cultivation conditions.
4.3 Materials and Methods
The mRNA sampling, extraction, purification, and the preparation of the Microarrays were performed as described by Andersen et al. (11) and outlined in brief below.

4.3.1 Sampling for mRNA
Samples were extracted late in the exponential phase (based on q(CO₂)) from the four fermentations described in chapter 3. Two with complex soy-based undefined medium and two with chemically defined minimal medium. Immediately after the sample had been taken from the fermenter the mycelium was filtered through sterile Mira-Cloth (Calbiochem) and washed with 50ml chilled PBS buffer containing (per liter): 8.0g NaCl, 1.44g Na₂HPO₄, 0.24g KH₂PO₄ and 0.20g KCl. The mycelium was dried by squeezing the filter between two paper towels. The filter cake was then wrapped in tin foil and frozen in liquid nitrogen within 1min after the sample had been taken from the fermenter, and the mRNA in the cells are thus representative for a specific time point during the fermentations. After freezing, the samples were stored at -80°C until RNA extraction took place.

4.3.2 Extraction and Purification
Approximately 50mg of frozen mycelium and three steel balls were placed in a microcentrifuge tube pre-chilled in liquid nitrogen. The cell wall of the mycelium was crushed, disrupting cells walls and plasma membranes, by shaking the tube in a Retsch Mixer Mill at 5°C for 12-15 minutes. The RNA was extracted from the powdered mycelium using a Qiagen RNeasy Mini Kit, as described in the protocol for isolation of total RNA from plant and filamentous fungi. The quantity and quality of the extracted RNA was determined using a NanoDrop 1000 Spectrophotometer (260nm/280 ratio) and a BioAnalyzer 2100 (Agilent Technologies).

4.3.3 cRNA Preparation and Microarray Processing
5μg of the RNA purified in the previous step was used as template to make 15 μg of fragmented and biotin-labeled cRNA, which were hybridized to a AsprgDTuAS20520F GeneChip (Affymetrix), as described in the Affymetrix GeneChip(TM) Expression Analysis Technical Manual (Revision two). The quantity and quality was measured as indicated
above, and a GeneChip Fluidics Station FS-400 (Affymetrix) and a GeneChip Scanner 3000 (Affymetrix) were used for hybridization and scanning.

4.3.4 Analysis of transcriptome data
The scanned probe array images were converted into .CEL files by using the GeneChip Operating Software (Affymetrix) and preprocessed using the statistical language and environment R (www.r-project.org) version 2.8.1 with BioConductor 2.3 (12). The probe intensities were normalized for background using the robust multiarray average (RMA) method (13) using only perfect match (PM) probes. Normalization was subsequently performed using the quantiles algorithm (14). Gene expression values were calculated from the PM probes with the medianpolish summary method (13). All statistical preprocessing methods were used by invoking them through the Affymetrix package (15).
Statistical analysis was applied to determine genes with significantly different expression indices. The limma package (16) was used to perform one-way ANOVA analysis between the experimental groups, and the p-value was used for the comparative studies.

Bidirectional gene analysis: The list of bidirectional best hits (presumed 1:1 orthologues) in A. niger vs. A. oryzae was obtained from the comparison of Aspergillus genomes in Andersen et al. (11).

Gene annotations: The predicted genes of A. oryzae RIB40 genome sequence were assigned functions based on BLASTP (17) comparison to all characterized fungal proteins in the protein database SwissProt (18), data downloaded on March 31th, 2009. For each gene, the information on the best hit (if any present) was extracted and used for a prediction of function.

Statistical analysis: Hypergeometric testing was done using the statistical software package R version 2.8.1. (www.r-project.org).

4.3.5 Aspergillus niger samples
In addition to the A. oryzae data, transcriptome data from two A. niger fermentations (data kindly donated by Chr. Hansen A/S, Denmark, experiments conducted by Hans van
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den Brink) were used to investigate the effect of different shear rates across different Aspergilli. The fermentations were conducted in a fermenter fitted with an Intermig impeller set, using the complex soy based medium and two different impeller speeds, Low; 252 RPM and High; 400 RPM. Two samples were used from each fermentation, one from the late exponential phase (~45h) and a second from the end of the fermentation (~120h).
4.4 Results and Discussion

For the analyses of the effect of the RJH system on A. oryzae one sample from each of the fermentations described in chapter 3 were used. The fermentation parameter for each sample is noted in table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Fermentation parameters when sampling mRNA in the exponential growth phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Intermig Defined</th>
<th>Intermig Complex</th>
<th>RJH Defined</th>
<th>RJH Complex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample time</td>
<td>[h]</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>30.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>[L]</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P/V</td>
<td>[kW m(^{-3})]</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose conc.</td>
<td>[g L(^{-1})]</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOT</td>
<td>[%]</td>
<td>87.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>90.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity @95s(^{-1})</td>
<td>[Pa s]</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>1.072</td>
<td>0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q(CO2)</td>
<td>[mol L(^{-1}) h(^{-1})]</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c(Biomass)</td>
<td>[g kg(^{-1})]</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r(CO2)</td>
<td>h(^{-1})</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The samples were taken late in the exponential phase before substrate limitations set in (see figure 3.1 and 3.6). The difference in the physiological state, and thereby the gene expression, of the cell should therefore be a result of the mixing system. It was expected that the cells in the RJH would exhibit signs of physiological stress due to the high degree of mycelium fragmentation compared to the Intermig system.

4.4.1 Initial statistical survey of effect of mixing system

A statistical comparison, using one-way ANOVA test, of cultivations performed in the RJH versus the cultivations from the intermig impeller mixed system yielded 796 genes with significant (<0.050) p-values. These genes were used as the significant group in the further analysis. The complete list can be seen in Appendix I.

4.4.2 Gene by gene-examinations

Since only relatively few genes from A. oryzae have been characterized (315 found in SwissProt 12/5 2009), and even fewer of these are known to be involved in shear or oxidative stress relevant in this comparison, the genes of A. oryzae were annotated
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Based on sequence similarity (see materials and methods). These annotations were used to examine the differentially expressed genes. From this manual examination of the individual genes, a number of interesting observations were made:

AO090023000444 (Best hit: *A. nidulans* conidial yellow pigment biosynthesis polyketide synthase (wA)) is 1.46 fold upregulated during the RJH-fermentations. This corresponds well with the formation of a yellow pigment seen in the RJH cultivations (see figure 3.11 in chapter 3). The yellow pigment is a secondary metabolite which could be a stress indicator in the RJH system. Domínguez-Espinosa and Webb (19) showed that increases in shear stress affected both cell morphology and pigment production in *Monascus purpureus* fermentations. By increasing the agitation speed the size of the pellets in the fermentation was reduced and the amount of loose mycelia increased leading to improved dissolved oxygen concentration, and higher yields of both red and yellow pigment. This finding could support the theory that the average dissolved oxygen concentration in the RJH is higher than in the Internig everytime.

Studies by Fillinger *et al.* (20) showed that trehalose is a major stress metabolite in *A. nidulans* induced by nutrient starvation, conidiospore differentiation, heat stress or oxidative stress. Based on sequence similarity, three trehalose-phosphatase genes were found in *A. oryzae* (AO090026000820, AO090005001531 and AO09002000035). AO090026000820 is significantly down regulated (-1.32 fold) in the RJH system compared to the Internig fermenter. The remaining two genes which are annotated as trehalose-phosphatase (AO090005001531 and AO09002000035) are also down regulated but the change is less significant (-0.82 and -0.07 fold). These results could indicate that the cells in the dense clumps or poorly mixed regions of the Internig system are suffering from stress due to either low levels of oxygen or nutrients.

Sakamoto *et al.* (21) investigated the stress response of *A. oryzae*, and found 29 genes which were up regulated when the fungi were exposed to stress, e.g. heat-shock or oxidative stress. Of the 29 genes 5 were found to be changed significantly between the mixing systems (listed in table 4.2).
AO090003000661 Thiamine pyrophosphate enzyme, central domain -6.12
AO090003000770 Glycosyltransferases group 1 -5.02
AO090026000820 Trehalose-phosphatase -1.32
AO090020000603 FGGY family of carbohydrate kinases, C-terminal domain 0.54
AO090003000594 Glycosyltransferase family 2 -0.67

Of the five stress related genes four were down regulated in the RJH system. These results could further indicate the fungi are relatively more stressed in the Intermig fermenter, in contradiction to what was originally assumed at the end of chapter 3. If it should later be shown that the deduced functions of the genes are incorrect, it should be noted that both the RJH and Intermig studies were performed using A. oryzae, and it is therefore valid to conclude that the stress indication is correct.

4.4.3 Comparative study

To study the nature of the stress effect across Aspergillus species, the transcriptome data was compared to that of a similar experiment conducted with A. niger by Hans van den Brink (Chr. Hansen A/S, Denmark). That work studied the effect of raising the rotary speed of a set of Intermig impellers from 252 RPM to 400 RPM thereby increasing the shear rate but also dissolved oxygen tension. As the RJH was assumed to have a higher shear rate than the Intermig impeller system it was deemed valid to compare the A. niger results with those for A. oryzae found here.

Of the 796 A. oryzae genes with significantly changed expression indices, 504 had direct bidirectional best hits in A. niger. Of these, 19 genes were significantly changed in both the A. niger and the A. oryzae experiments, but only 4 in the same direction (see Appendix II, table A.II). This led to the hypothesis, that at least a part of the response of A. oryzae to a RJH system versus an Intermig impeller at 300RPM is opposite to the response of A. niger to increasing stirring speed.

Examining the 504 significantly changed A. oryzae genes with direct bidirectional best hits in A. niger, 325 were found to be responding in the opposite direction in the two systems. To test whether this was just an effect of random sampling, the total number of genes with bidirectional best hits (7038) were examined for inverse response
patterns. In the entire population, 2886 genes (41%) were found to have inverse response patterns. Using a hypergeometric test for overrepresentation, it is found that the probability of randomly obtaining 325 or more inversely responding genes in the population of the 504 significantly changed genes $P[X \geq 325] = 8.78 \times 10^{-29}$. This makes it highly significant that the response in A. niger is opposite to that of A. oryzae under the compared conditions. Even so, one should be cautious of concluding that a RJH is less of a stress factor than the Intermig stirring. A further analysis of these 325 genes is needed.

### 4.4.4 Pathway-level differences in the 325 genes

When examining the 325 genes (see Appendix III), it is clear that there is a strong representation of genes in glycolysis (see figure 4.1) that have expression which is lowered on RJH vs. Intermig (A. oryzae) while higher on 400 RPM vs. 252 RPM (A. niger). Regulation of glycolysis is often a result of general changes in growth rate. However, since the effect seems be isolated to glycolysis, it is unlikely that this is the case. Alternatively, glycolysis can also be down-regulated as a result of more carbon passing through the pentose phosphate pathway, but no indication of this is seen in the transcriptome analysis. Furthermore, glycolysis generates cytosolic ATP, which may be a factor in the observed regulation. Even so, none of these explanations are directly tied with a stress response or the absence of one.
Three steps of ergosterol biosynthesis from lanosterol are also affected. Ergosterol is interesting in the context of cell stress response, as it manipulates the properties of the cell membrane to be more flexible. However, the biosynthesis pathway is 21 steps, so this is not a tendency at pathway-level, as would be expected if the biosynthesis levels of ergosterols were to be affected.
4.4.5 Single gene examinations of the 325 genes

Of the 325 genes, 145 could be assigned a verified or putative function based on homology (see Appendix III). Of these, 83 are enzymes with an assigned EC number.

Examining the non-enzymatic proteins, a number of interesting genes were found:

- Two genes AO090102000352 and AO090701000002, with homology to heat shock proteins from *A. nidulans* (Hsp30, Kusakabe *et al.* [22]) and *N. crassa* (Hsp98, Vassilev *et al.* [23]), respectively. The proteins have nearly the same fold change in expression index, and are more highly expressed in the Interlig culture than in the RJH.

- Gene AO090701000709, with homology to DNA repair protein Rhp41p of *S. pombe* (Marti *et al.* [24]). This too is more highly expressed in the culture from the impeller mixed system compared to that of the RJH culture.

- AO090120000463 has homology with the *S. cerevisiae* gene YOR378W. This gene conveys resistance to DNA damaging agents (Schau *et al.* [25]). AO090120000463 is found to be more highly expressed on the Interlig system.

As these stress and cell damage related genes are all upregulated in the interlig culture, it seems unlikely that the culture in the RJH fermenter is negatively affected by the system.

Interestingly, all 83 genes with assigned EC number are more highly expressed on *A. oryzae* grown in the Interlig and *A. niger* 400RPM, than for *A. oryzae* grown in the RJH system and *A. niger* 252RPM. In the enzymatic genes, the following genes of particular interest are found:

- Two genes with acetyl-coenzyme A synthetases as best hits (AO090023000577, AO090003000392) are found to be much higher (more than nine-fold for both genes) on *A. oryzae* grown in the Interlig as compared to the RJH. This effect is an extension of that shown in figure 4.1, as this processes the increased production of pyruvate generated in the glycolysis.

- Two genes are found with peroxiredoxins from *S. cerevisiae* as best hits; AO090005001449 (PRX1) and AO090005000630(HXR1). Prx1p is a mitochondrial protein which is overexpressed when the respiratory pathway is used, as well as under conditions of oxidative stress (Pedrajas *et al.* [26]). Hxy1p/Gpx3p is also involved in the oxidative stress response, and deletion mutations become hypersensitive to peroxide (Inoue *et al.* [27]). Both genes are approximately two-fold higher on *A. oryzae* Intermig than on RJH.
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The higher level of enzyme expression could imply a higher metabolic turnover rate in the A. oryzae culture grown in the Intermig and the A. niger 400RPM.
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4.5 Conclusion
It was unknown if highly intense power dissipation zones and mycelium fragmentation of the RJH system would lead to increased stress levels in the fungi, compared to the more homogeneous energy dissipation by the Intermig. By single gene examinations, combined with the comparative study with A. niger, stress related genes were identified to be significantly changed. Interestingly the vast majority of the stress related genes were up regulated in the Intermig impeller fermenter, compared to the RJH system. This result could indicate the time span in which the cells experience the high shear force is too short for the cells to react. A fraction of the cells are likely to get ripped apart during the circulation in the external loop but the majority of the cells are unaffected by the high shear. The mycelium which survives the frequent high shear can benefit from the higher dissolved oxygen tension in the RJH system, and does therefore show reduced stress levels compared to mycelium cultivated in the reference system.

Another explanation of the elevated stress levels in Intermig fermenter could be the difference in morphology at the sampling point. In the intermig fermenter a large fraction of the biomass was in the form of pellet or dense clumps compared to lose mycelium clumps in the RJH system. The samples were taken from the fermentations before oxygen and nutrient limitations reduced the growth rate, and any stress response was therefore assumed to be directly related to the mixing system. This assumption does not take diffusion limitations in the pellets into account. The concentrations of both oxygen and nutrient may be significant lower in the nucleus of the dense clumps compared to the surrounding media.(28) As the RNA samples used for the analysis are from a mixture of the fungal mycelium, the stress response in the Intermig fermenter may in fact be related to the difference between density of the mycelia clumps in the to systems, rather than different shear stress. This hypothesis however, does not account for the result with complex medium where the morphology was similar, nor the conserved response in A. niger.
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Chapter 5

Effect of Viscosity on $k_{La}$ during a Filamentous Fungus Fed-Batch Fermentation

David Kold¹, Karsten Hellmuth² and Timothy J. Hobley¹.

5.1 Introduction

Limited fossil fuel resources and increasing oil prices have led to an economic incentive to change from traditional petroleum-based chemical production to bio-based processes. Products to be produced can range from organic acids and chemical building blocks to bio-polymers, enzymes and cheap pharmaceuticals such as some antibiotics. Many of these processes are characterised by products produced in high volume but having a low value. For these low value added products expenses for mixing, mass and heat transfer become very important, and must be kept to a minimum. During fermentations with traditional impeller systems the oxygen transfer rate becomes severely reduced as the viscosity increases. Highly viscous fermentations commonly occur when filamentous fungi are used, but are also typical for microorganisms that produce extracellular polymers. To make such bio-based processes competitive more efficient fermenter systems must be applied. Previous studies using model solutions of carboxy methyl cellulose by Nordkvist et al. (1) showed that the Rotary Jet Head (RJH) mixing system can provide cost efficient mixing, mass and heat transfer in pilot scale fermentation tanks. However, investigations of the performance of the system during fungal fermentations have not been reported before. In this chapter, the effect of increased viscosity during fermentation on the volumetric oxygen mass transfer coefficient, in a RJH system is investigated for the first time.

5.1.1 Effect of viscosity on mass transfer in fermenters

The oxygen transfer rate (OTR) of a system can be expressed as a function of the volumetric oxygen mass transfer coefficient ($k_{La}$), the oxygen concentration ($c$) and the

¹ Center for Microbial Biotechnology, Institute of Systems Biology, Technical University of Denmark, Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark.
² Chr. Hansen A/S, Nienburg, Germany.
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The saturation concentration of oxygen ($c^*$) at the specific temperature, pressure and medium conditions, as stated in equation 5.1.

$$\text{OTR} = k_i a (c^* - c)$$

*Eq. 5.1*

Empirical correlations for the volumetric oxygen mass transfer coefficient often include the volumetric power input under gassed conditions ($P_i/V$) and the superficial gas velocity ($u_s$): (2)

$$k_i a = k u_s \left( \frac{P_i}{V} \right)^\beta$$

*Eq. 5.2*

Where $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $k$ are equipment specific constants. $P_i$ is the sum of the power from the mixer ‘$P’’ (equation 1.3) and the power provided by the gas ‘$P_g’’ (equation 1.4). Equation 5.2 does not take viscosity into account and is therefore only valid for fermentations with a viscosity below 50mPas. (2) Ryu and Humphrey (3) proposed a model including a viscosity term:

$$k_i a = k u_s \left( \frac{P_i}{V} \right)^\beta \left( \eta_{app} \right)^\omega$$

*Eq. 5.3*

Where $\omega$ is an equipment specific constant. Ryu and Humphrey (3) calculated a $\omega=0.86$ to result in the best fit during *Penicillium chrysogenum* fermentations in a 550l vessel, but unfortunately with no information on the agitator type. Buckland et al. (4) was able to fit their data “reasonably well” to a $\omega$ value of -0.5 for a *Nocardia lactamurans* fermentation. The same exponent value was determined by Tecante and Choplin (5) using different aqueous solutions of CMC, xanthan gum, and polyacrylamide in a fermenter equipped with a helical ribbon screw impeller. A more comprehensive study was performed by Cooke et al. (6) on fungal broth and paper pulp. In this study six different impellers were tested ranging from a Scabe axial flow impeller to a traditional six bladed disc turbine. Several tank setups were tested with an aspect ratio of 1:1 and 1:3, respectively, ranging from 20l to 4.3m$^3$. For the fermenter with an aspect ratio of 1:1 the data correlated within ±30% for $\alpha=0.3$, $\beta=0.56$ and $\omega=-1$ for all impellers. The fermenter with aspect ratio 1:3 resulted in similar values ($\alpha=0.3$, $\beta=0.5$ and $\omega=-1$). (6) The dimensions of the fermenter, within these aspect ratios, seem to be thus of minor importance when traditional impellers are used. In a more recent study by García-Ochoa and Gómez (7) a 20l tank was used with an aspect of ratio 1:1. They characterised different impellers using xanthan solutions with consistency index varying from 0.708 to 0.00492Pas$^\nu$ and flow behaviour index varying from 0.32 to 0.84. The superficial gas
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velocity, volumetric power input and viscosity term of equation 5.3 were found to be of equal importance for the \( k_a (\alpha=0.67, \beta=0.6 \text{ and } \omega=0.67) \). The consistency indexes and flow behaviour indexes for the fluids in that work are significantly lower than those of the solutions used in chapter 2 in the current work, which were found to resemble fungal fermentation broth (e.g. 1.25% xanthan, \( n= 0.174 \) and \( K=9.03 \text{Pas}^3 \)). One could speculate that the discrepancy in the calculated exponent factors was an effect of the large difference in viscosity and impellers. Tecante and Choplin (5) used a helical ribbon screw impeller whereas the exponent value of Cooke et al. (6) was determined using a Rushton disc turbine impeller. As the helical ribbon screw impeller is significantly more efficient for mixing viscous solutions compared to the Rushton disc turbine impeller, the difference in the \( \omega \) exponent may indicate, whether a system is suited for mixing a given fluid. During a fermentation the superficial gas velocity and volumetric power input rarely change more than a factor 10, whereas a 1000 fold increase in the broth viscosity is not uncommon. Taking the relatively large \( \omega \) exponent value into account, increasing viscosity can therefore cause a significant reduction in the oxygen transfer rate, which may be difficult to circumvent by increasing the power input and airflow due to either design constraints or economic considerations.

The aim of this chapter is, for the first time, to evaluate the oxygen mass-transfer and mixing performance of a 250 L pilot scale Rotary Jet-Head fermenter, during fermentations with *Aspergillus oryzae*. Sparging air directly into the high intensity mixing zone of the jet is hoped to ensure a high initial oxygen transfer rate, but the effect of high viscosity on the system is unknown. In this chapter of the thesis the focus is placed on examining the effect of increasing viscosity on the \( k_a \) value in the RJH fermenter. For reference, in Chapter 3 a detailed analysis of the effect of the RJH system on the fungus in terms of growth rate, cell morphology, etcetera, is conducted.
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5.2 Materials and Methods

5.2.1 Fermenter setup
The fermentations were conducted in the Rotary Jet Head mixing system described in chapter 1. The $k_{\text{a}}$ was calculated during the fermentations using the direct pseudosteady-state method as described by Nielsen et al. (2). The OTR was measured using a 5853 S Mass Flow Controller (Brooks Instruments, United States) and a gas monitor model 1308 (Büel & Kjær, Denmark). The $c^*$ was estimated using the average oxygen concentration in the air inlet and outlet of the tank.

5.2.2 Viscosity measurement
A vibrating rod sensor, Marimex VA-300 with a ViscoScope control console, was used as described in the chapter 2.3.1-6. The sensor was placed in the recirculation loop and the probe signal was recorded continuously. At-line measurements were made using a Haake VTS000 FL10 rheometer from 1.4l samples, and power law constants were found as described in chapter 2.3.1-5.a.

5.2.3 Fermentation conditions
All fermentations were conducted using the fermentation conditions, strain, inoculation procedure and media described in chapter 3.3.2.
5.3 Results and Discussion

During the two fermentations described in chapter 3.4, which were conducted in the RIH fermenter system using a complex medium and a defined medium, the viscosity was measured in-line with the Marimex probe and at-line using the Haake VT500 FL10 rheometer. In the first fermentation in defined minimal medium a fermentation broth with medium viscosity resulted (figure 5.1, top). The results show that viscosity increased greatly after 20h had elapsed, which coincided with the onset of the exponential growth phase (for further details concerning biomass concentration, growth rate etcetera see chapter 3.4.2 for fermentations with complex medium and chapter 3.4.3 for fermentations with defined minimal medium). Viscosity rose to ca. 0.06 Pa s after ca. 50 h, at which point the mycelium network started to break-up leading to a small drop in viscosity to 0.05Pas (mycelium size distribution and morphology is discussed in detail in chapter 4). The probe signal was measured in-line and gave a good indication of the true viscosity measured at-line, though there seemed to be a ~4h shift of the in-line measured values compared to those at line (figure 5.1).

The second fermentation was conducted using a complex soy based medium which gave rise to a fermentation broth approximately twice as viscous as the minimal medium. The maximum viscosity (0.10Pas) was reached after 30h, after which the mycelium was seen to break up into smaller segments thereby leading to a fall in viscosity to 0.06 during the following 10h. As the biomass concentration increased so did the viscosity, though the average mycelium size continued to decrease. The development in viscosity measured in-line and at-line can be seen in figure 5.1 (bottom).
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![Graphs showing viscosity data over time. The top graph represents Aspergillus oryzae fermentation using a defined minimal medium. The bottom graph shows the same for a complex soy-based medium. The viscosity is calculated at $\gamma=1250 \text{s}^{-1}$ for both. Marimex VA-300 sensor - gray squares □, and Haake FL10 rheometer - black diamonds ●.](image)

As shown above, the trend of the Marimex probe signal was similar to the true broth viscosity measurements at-line with the Haake VT500 FL10 rheometer. Some noise could be seen in the online-data, especially at high viscosities. The noise was mainly caused by air bubbles which became entrained in the liquid passing through the recirculation loop. This problem could possibly be minimized by degassing the fluid in the recirculation loop. This could be done as proposed by Nordkvist et al. (1) simply by inserting a degasser in the recirculation loop. Nevertheless the average viscosity of the fungal broth measured on-line did not seem to be reduced by the air bubbles in the
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broth, though a significant increase in the gas holdup could be observed during the time course of the fermentation resulting in a 20-25% increase of the broth volume. During the fermentations, sudden increases in online viscosity could be seen and were found to be due to mycelium sticking to the on line probe. This problem was eliminated by periodically changing the flow direction for a few seconds every 4-5h, thereby dislodging the mycelium.

Of particular interest for a fermentation is to understand how viscosity affects $k_{a}$ so that the best way of supplying sufficient oxygen to the cells can be found. During the two fermentations conducted above, the gas flow rate and power input (i.e. through the lobe pump in the recirculation loop) were kept constant in the period 20-55h for the fermentation with complex medium and 15-40h for the defined medium, as illustrated in figure 3.3 top and 3.9. By plotting the $k_{a}$ from the two fermentations in these time periods against the on-line viscosity, the exponent factor $\omega$ from equation 5.3 could be determined by calculating the slope of the line in the LN-LN plot, see figure 5.2.
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**Figure 5.2:** The \( \ln(\text{viscosity}) \) plotted against the \( \ln(k_a) \) for the fermentation of moderate viscosity conducted with defined medium (Black diamonds *) and the highly viscous fermentation conducted with complex medium (gray circles *), both measured using the Marimex probe on-line. The line indicates the best fit for the data from the fermentation on complex medium, slope: \( \omega = -0.6 (R^2 = 0.796) \).

Though the viscosity profiles during the two fermentations differed significantly the effect of the viscosity on the \( k_a \) was identical, as the exponent factor \( \omega = 0.6 \) was determined for both fermentations. In previous studies, \( \omega \) values ranging from -1 to -0.50, have been determined. (3-7) The exponent factor for the RJH fermenter is thus in the lower end of the previously determined values, which could indicate that the \( k_a \) in the RHJ system is less susceptible to increases in viscosity, compared to most traditional fermenter types. Specialized impellers for viscous fermentations, such as the helical ribbon screw impeller, have shown even lower \( \omega \) exponents. However, this impeller type is less suitable for non-viscous fermentations. The RJH system is, on the other hand, able to provide efficient mixing both under viscous and non-viscous conditions. The relative low effect of viscosity on the RJH system could be due to the way in which the air is added. The air inlet is in the loop where the fluid velocity is highest, furthermore the fluid jets exiting into the bulk liquid cause high shear forces. For shear thinning fluids this
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is a clear advantage. Additionally, the high local power input of the jet streams from the RJH results in the formation of small bubbles which are rapidly distributed in the fermenter.

The calculated exponent value ($\omega=0.6$) was determined based on the data from the fermentations with constant power input. By using the exponent values ($\alpha$ and $\beta$) from Garcia-Ochoa and Gómez (7) an estimation of the $k_a$ during the entire fermentation could be made. For both fermentations the calculated $k_a$ is plotted against the measured $k_a$ in figure 5.3.

![Graph](image-url)

Figure 5.3: The measured $k_a$ plotted against the calculated ($k_a$). Complex medium (top) gray circles ‡. Defined medium (bottom) black diamonds †. $\alpha=0.67$, $\beta=0.6$, $\omega=0.55$ and $k=1.2\times10^4$. Slope of line=1
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The calculated $k_a$ values correlate well to the measured data for the fermentation with complex medium, as illustrated in figure 5.3 top. For the fermentation with the defined medium (figure 5.3 bottom) the data did not fit as well which could indicate that one or both of the remaining exponent values are incorrect. Further studies, with varying airflow and power input are performed in chapter 6 to determine these values. If the constants from equation 5.3 are known, an in-line viscosity measurement enables an online estimation of the $k_a$ without the use of a gas analyser or performing dynamic $k_a$ tests. In-line viscosity measurement thereby enables an on-line control of the $k_a$ value, and the OTR control can be performed based on the properties of the fluid instead of the increased viscosities effect on e.g. the dissolved oxygen concentration, resulting in a shorter response time.
5.4 Conclusion

The oxygen mass transfer rate of the Rotary Jet-head system was found to be less susceptible to increases in broth viscosity than for most traditional impeller mixed fermenters at similar scale, indicating that the new fermenter type may have advantages for viscous fermentations. The reduced effect of viscosity on $k_a$ may be due to that the air is sparged directly into the high intensity mixing zones ensuring a high oxygen transfer rate. It was furthermore demonstrated how viscosity data can be use to estimate the $k_a$ of a mixing system, without the use of a gas analyser or probe for measuring the dissolved oxygen tension, thereby facilitating reduced response time of the air flow control.
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Chapter 6

Characterization of Mass Transfer in a Rotary Jet Head Fermenter during Xanthomonas campestris Fermentations

6.1 Abstract

A 300L Rotary Jet-Head (RJH) fermenter was used for the first time in viscous aerated cultivations of the xanthan gum producing bacterium Xanthomonas campestris. The RJH was found to have very promising performance. The maximum growth rate of the cells was as expected (0.13h⁻¹) and a good kₐ value of 0.15s⁻¹ at low power input (1.1kW m⁻³) and air flow (0.1VVM) was achieved. The following correlation for the kₐ with the superficial gas velocity (uₛ), power input (Pᵢ), volume of the tank (V), viscosity (ηᵥ) and a constant (k) was found:

\[ kₐ = k uₛ^{0.42} \left( \frac{Pᵢ}{V} \right)^{0.122} \left( \etaᵥ \right)^{0.8} \]

The implications of this equation are that for a fermenter with a single jet head, the effect on kₐ of increasing the power input or superficial gas velocity is limited. Therefore for scale-up, a fermenter tank setup with several jet heads would thus be a better solution for supplying oxygen to the cells, compared to simply increasing the power input or gas flow rate.
6.2 Introduction

Due to increasing raw material prices and growing environmental awareness, some industries which traditionally used petrochemical based non-degradable polymers are shifting to more environmentally sustainable alternatives such as biopolymers. [1] Several biopolymers are commercially available, such as; alginate, dextran, gellan, pullulan and xanthan, where xanthan is the most widely used. [2]

6.2.1 Xanthan producing bacteria

Xanthan gum was discovered in the late 1950s as a biopolymer being excreted by the gram negative phytopathogenic bacteria Xanthomonas campestris.[1] In liquid media X. campestris is mainly found as single cells or in pairs; however chains or filaments can also be observed. [2, 3] The cells are oblong rod shaped (0.2-0.7 by 0.7-2.9μm) with a single polar flagellum. [2, 4] On solid medium X. campestris grows in smooth yellow colonies surrounded by a protective mucoid xanthan layer. The polymer layer is thought to provide the cells with some protection from the surrounding environment thereby increasing the colonies resistance towards e.g. dessication. Stress factors such as detergents and antibiotics have been shown to induce the biosynthesis of xanthan. [2]

6.2.2 Composition and properties

The xanthan polymer consists of repeating pentasaccharide subunits of D-glucose, D-mannose and D-glucoronate in a molar ratio of 2:2:1. The D-glucose units are β-[1-4]-linked and form the polymer backbone with α-[3-1] linked trisaccharide side-chains on every other glucose unit. [1, 2] The side-chains consist of a D-glucoronosyl unit between two D-mannosyl units. Approximately half of the terminal D-mannose units are linked to a pyruvic acid residue, via a keto group on the 4 and 6 positions. The D-mannose unit linked to the main chain often contains an acetyl group at position O-6. Variations in substituent groups and chain length may significantly alter the polymer properties. [2, 4, 5] The repeating pentamer structure can be seen in figure 6.1.
Xanthan is pseudoplastic and highly shear thinning and the power law (see chapter 2, equation 2.4) can therefore be used to describe the rheological properties. In contrast to many other biopolymers xanthan gum is stable and retains its viscous properties in aqueous solutions, at a wide variety of pH values (from 3–9), temperatures (up to 80°C) and salt concentrations (up to 150g/l NaCl). [2, 4] Due to the excellent properties of xanthan gum, it has been used in a very wide range of applications.

6.2.3 Applications for xanthan gum

In 1969 xanthan was approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to be used in food products, and it was the first biopolymer to be produced commercially. In Europe xanthan was approved for use as a food emulsifier and stabilizer in 1980 as item E-415. Today xanthan is used for a wide variety of industrial applications with a worldwide production of 40,000 ton per annum (2002 values). [6] The majority of the produced xanthan is however, still being used in food products, and the main food applications are listed in table 6.1. [2, 4]
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Table 6.1: Main applications of xanthan gum in the food industry. Adapted from Flickinger and Drew [2]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adhesive</td>
<td>Icings and glazes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binding agent</td>
<td>Pet foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coating</td>
<td>Confectionery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emulsifying agent</td>
<td>No-oil, low-oil and regular salad dressing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encapsulation</td>
<td>Powdered flavours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film formation</td>
<td>Protective coatings sausage casings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foam stabilizer</td>
<td>Beer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gluten substitution and dough processing</td>
<td>Baked goods, pasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stabilizer</td>
<td>Ice cream, salad dressings, juice drinks, margarine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swelling agent</td>
<td>Processed meat products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syneresis inhibitor, freeze-thaw stability</td>
<td>Cheese, frozen foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickening agent</td>
<td>Jams, sauces, syrups, and pie fillings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pumping and filling improvement</td>
<td>Processing of canned products</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In later years xanthan gum has been extensively used in low-fat products to achieve the right mouth-feel, but the pseudo plastic flow behaviour of xanthan is also utilized in other industries including: Agriculture to improve the flow and cling ability of pesticides; in cosmetics as an emulsifier, and in creams and lotions for a good “skin-feel”. In the pharmaceutical industry xanthan may be used in controlled-release applications and is already being used for a variety of applications to stabilise emulsions. In inkjet printers xanthan improves the ink flow, prevents leaking from the ink cartridge, smudging and improves cling. [1] In the petroleum industry xanthan has been proven to be an effective additive to drilling fluids. At high shear rates e.g. at the drill head, the viscosity is low, and the xanthan solution is used to lubricate the moving parts. In low shear regions the xanthan helps suspend cuttings in the annulus and to stabilise the well. [2]
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6.2.4 Industrial xanthan production:

*X. campestris* is able to utilise a broad range of carbon sources, such as glucose, sucrose, citric acid, enzymatic hydrolysates of starch, as well as molasses or corn syrup.[7-9] Changing the carbon source and other limiting nutrients does not affect the polymer main chain, but rather leads to changes in the amount of pyruvic acid and acetyl incorporated, the molecular mass and the xanthan yield can also be altered. Due to the varying nutrient conditions during production, the xanthan purified from a batch fermentation is therefore a mixture of different polymers, which may have very different rheological properties. Continuous production is therefore a tempting alternative due to the constant production conditions and hence consistent product properties and quality, but due to contamination risks and the development of fast growing mutants not producing xanthan, batch fermentations are still the preferred operational mode for industrial production of xanthan. [2, 7]

Media and feed optimization have resulted in significant improvements in xanthan yield during batch fermentations, but mass and heat transfer at high product concentration still presents a major challenge. Oxygen limitation has been shown to reduce the xanthan production rate, which decreases linearly with decreases in the specific oxygen uptake rate.[1, 2] Jana and Ghosh [8] demonstrated that limitations in oxygen transfer and mixing behaviour can reduce both the final xanthan concentration and yield of xanthan.

Several reactor designs have been tested in the literature in order to improve mixing, mass and heat transfer during *Xanthomonas* fermentations. By changing the impellers in a traditional stirred tank reactor (STR), significant improvements have been achieved. Shifting from Rushton turbines to an Intermig impeller set has been reported to give a four fold increase in \(k_a\) at the same power input during *X. campestris* batch fermentations. [10] Finding the optimal impeller configuration has proven difficult as the choice of impeller is often a compromise between efficient sparging at low viscosities and sufficient mixing at high viscosities. In an attempt to overcome the problems associated with the highly viscous fermentation broths other designs have also been investigated (airlift reactor, centrifugal fibrous-bed bioreactor, stirred tank reactor (STR)
with draft tube, bubble column and a plunging jet). [2, 10, 11] The plunging jet reactor showed significantly higher efficiency with respect to oxygen transfer compared to the STR with Rushton turbines, STR with Intermig impellers, airlift reactor, STR with draft tube and bubble column. The specific growth and production rates were not affected by the shear forces in the pump, but problems with stagnant zones in the reactor at high product concentrations was observed [10], indicating that improved bioreactors were needed.

In earlier chapters the RJH fermenter system was introduced and it was shown to have significant advantages over fermenters mixed with intermig impellers in highly viscous fermentation broths with respect to oxygen mass transfer and mixing. The RJH system utilises the same mixing principles as the plunging jet reactor, but since the direction of the jet nozzles of the RJH system are continuously moving, the formation of stagnant unmixed zones is avoided. In this chapter a comprehensive examination of the RJH fermenter system for X. campestris fermentations is conducted, by varying the superficial gas velocity, power input and broth viscosity.
6.3 Materials and Methods

6.3.1 Microorganism, medium and cultivation procedures

Freeze-dried Xanthomonas campestris (ATCC 13951) from Deutsche Sammlung von Mikro-organismen und Zellkulturen (DSMZ, Germany) was used to make cell stocks in glycerol, a new tube of which was used to inoculate the initial cell propagation (pre-inoculum) for each fermentation. The pre-inoculum consisted of six 500ml Erlenmeyer flasks containing 100ml complex medium composed of (per litre): 10.0g sucrose, 5.0g peptone, 3.0g yeast extract, 3.0g malt extract. The medium was adjusted to pH 6.5 with H$_2$SO$_4$. Following inoculation, the flasks were left in a shaking incubator (ca. 100 RPM) at 30°C until an OD$_{600}$ of 2.0 was reached (after approximately 32h). The chemically defined medium from Letisse et al. [9] was used for growth of the inoculum and for xanthan production in the RJH fermenter system. The medium consisted of (per litre): 1.94g NH$_4$Cl, 5.00g K$_2$HPO$_4$, 0.25g MgSO$_4$·7H$_2$O, 2.00g citric acid, 0.20g antifoam, and the following trace metals (per litre): 0.012mg ZnSO$_4$, 0.018mg CaCl$_2$·2H$_2$O, 0.0024mg FeCl$_3$·6H$_2$O, 0.006mg H$_3$BO$_3$. The pH was adjusted with 4M NaOH to 6.8±0.1 and a concentrated sucrose solution was prepared and autoclaved separately. The fermentations were carried out in the pilot scale RJH fermenter described in chapter 1. The inoculum was grown in three 5L bioreactors each with a working volume of 4L and containing growth medium with 10g/l sucrose. The inocula were allowed to grow for 32h until an OD$_{600}$ of approximately 3.5-4 was reached and then transferred aseptically to the RJH fermenter system, containing 225l growth medium with 42g/l sucrose. Both the inoculum and the following fermentation were carried out at 28°C. The airflow rate was varied from 0.1-0.5vvm during the fermentation in the RJH to maintain a dissolved oxygen tension (DOT) above 20%. The pH was maintained at 6.8±0.1 by automatic HCl and NaOH addition. The speed of the circulation pump for the RJH was constant during the fermentations (200RPM) equivalent to a displacement of 1.8kgs$^{-1}$.

6.3.2 Analysis

$k_a$ calculation: The $k_a$ was calculated during the fermentations using the direct pseudo-steady-state method as described by Nielsen et al. [12] The oxygen uptake rate (OTR) was measured using a 5853 S Mass Flow Controller (Brooks Instruments) and a gas monitor, model 1308 (Büel & Kjær, Denmark). The saturation concentration of oxygen
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and at equilibrium (c*) was estimated using the average oxygen concentration in the inlet and outlet gasses of the fermenter.

**Viscosity measurement:** A vibrating rod sensor, VA-300 with a ViscoScope control console (Marimex) was used as described in Chapter 2. The sensor was placed in the recirculation loop on the pressure side of the pump and the probe signal was recorded continuously. At-line measurements were made using a Haake VT500 MV-DIN rheometer, and power law constants were found as described in chapter 2, based on shear rate scans (0-200s⁻¹).

**Biomass and xanthan concentration:** Due to the viscous nature of the fermentation broth, a special analysis method adapted from Lettise [9] was used. Samples for determination of biomass and xanthan concentration were chilled on ice and centrifuged at 12,500 g for 30 min at 5 °C. The cell pellet was suspended in 1% KCl and the OD measured at 600nm. The xanthan gum in the cell free supernatant was precipitated using iso-propanol, and filtered using a pre dried 45μm filter (Pall Life Sciences). The filter with xanthan was dried in a microwave oven at 150W for 15min to constant weight and after a minimum of 24 h in a desiccator, the filters were weighed and the xanthan dry weight calculated. All biomass and xanthan measurements were prepared in triplicate.
6.4 Results and Discussion

6.4.1 Suitability of the RJH system for Xanthomonas campestris growth

Determination of the maximum specific growth rate can give a good indication of whether fermentation conditions are suitable for a microorganism, and can be expected to be reduced if cells are stressed due to e.g. shear forces or gradients in concentration of substrates including oxygen. The maximum specific growth rate for Xanthomonas campestris in the RJH equipped pilot scale fermenter was therefore calculated based on the OD₂₅₀ determined during the exponential growth phase of two identical fermentations. In figure 6.2 the growth rate is calculated as the slope of the natural logarithm of the OD₂₅₀ from the cells during two identical fermentations (Fermentation 1: Gray diamonds, Fermentation 2: Black squares).

![Graph](image)

**Figure 6.2:** Growth of X. campestris during two duplicate fermentations with the RJH system. Maximum specific growth rate calculated during exponential growth, $\mu = 0.13 h^{-1}$ ($R^2 = 0.99$), (Fermentation 1: Gray diamonds, Fermentation 2: Black squares).

The calculated growth rate of 0.13$h^{-1}$ is identical to that determined by Letisse et al. [9]. Furthermore, growth rate calculations based on $q(CO_2)$ values gave a similar result 0.14
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h⁻¹). It was not possible to detect any changes in the morphology of the cells in the RJH system when compared to the inoculum culture of *X. campestris*. *X. campestris* cells have been reported to be adversely affected by intense mechanical agitation. [4] However no such effect could be seen in the RJH system in spite of the expected high shear forces in the pump and jet nozzles. It was thus concluded that there are no negative effects on the cells and their growth in the RJH fermenter.

### 6.4.2 Xanthan production

During the fermentations xanthan was excreted by the cells leading to increased broth viscosity. However, it was not possible to determine the xanthan concentration based on dry matter measurements, even though triplicate measurements were made. A more robust method for xanthan determination from fermentation broths is needed.

### 6.4.3 Broth rheology

Though it was difficult to get a precise estimate of the xanthan concentration based on dry matter measurements the xanthan production could be determined indirectly as the secreted polymer caused the viscosity to increase. The increase in viscosity was monitored both at-line and on-line. The development in power-law and consistency indexes (see chapter 2 for a discussion of the meaning of these) during the two fermentations can be seen in figure 6.3, measured at-line with the Haake VT500 MV-DIN rheometer.
During the initial 30h no significant change in broth rheology could be observed, but as the xanthan concentration increased so did the consistency index, from close to 0 to up to 22.2 at 74h. Based on the calculated power-law and consistency indexes the apparent viscosity at a shear rate of 1250s⁻¹ could be calculated and plotted, see figure 6.4 (black diamonds).
As expected, the viscosity measured at-line increased throughout the fermentation. Increased viscosity leads to higher gas holdup, and it was therefore anticipated that the in-line Marimex sensor would record a lower apparent viscosity at high xanthan concentrations, compared to the unaerated at-line measurement. This effect could, however, not be detected, as the broth viscosity measured by the Marimex sensor did not seem to be affected by the air bubbles in the recirculation loop, hence the in-line sensor was able to give a good estimation of the viscosity throughout both fermentations.
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6.4.4 Suitability of the RJH system for aeration of *Xanthomonas campestris* fermentation broths

The results above indicate that the RJH system is suitable for production of xanthan gum with *X. campestris* fermentations at pilot scale. However to evaluate its potential for large scale fermentations, it is necessary to determine oxygen mass transfer rates and to understand the factors influencing them from a fermentation and process perspective. The critical process bottleneck for industrial production of xanthan gum is to maintain sufficient dissolved oxygen tension throughout the fermentation. In figure 6.5 the development in dissolved oxygen tension (DOT) during the two batch fermentations are plotted as gray squares, and there is excellent reproducibility between them. The DOT started close to 100% but decreased as the biomass concentration increased. After 38h the DOT was reduced to 20% of the original value. In the first fermentation the DOT level starts to increase after 60h, which was not seen in the second fermentation since it was stopped after 54h.

During the whole fermentation the speed of the recirculation pump driving the RJH was kept constant. Whereas the airflow was varied to maintain a minimum dissolved oxygen tension above 20%. During the initial growth phase the airflow was kept constant at 22.5 l min⁻¹ (0.1VVM), but as the DOT decreased the airflow was incrementally increased up to 63 l min⁻¹ after 48h for the first fermentation, and 128 l min⁻¹ at 54h for the second, see figure 6.5, black diamonds. When the nitrogen source became depleted, after approximately 45h, the growth stagnated, see figure 6.2. This caused the oxygen consumption to decrease in the first fermentation, leading to an automatically controlled drop in the aeration rate, via a control loop from the dissolved oxygen probe. For the second fermentation, the air flow reached 115 l h⁻¹ at 45h followed by a short drop to 91 l h⁻¹ during the subsequent 2h, however this temporary drop was followed by a rapid increase where after the fermentation was terminated.
The continuous airflow increase during the second fermentation could indicate a longer growth phase. The OD measurements (figure 6.2) however, indicate that the cell propagation stopped at 45h for both fermentations. To investigate whether the increased airflow was caused by an error in the DOT probe measurement, the volumetric CO₂ production rate (qCO₂) and O₂ consumption rate (qO₂) were plotted in figure 6.6. The qCO₂ and qO₂ initially increases during both fermentations but after approximately 40h the increase stops. Had there been a difference between the fermentations, as indicated by the DOT and airflow measurements, it should have been
evident in this plot. As this is not the case the difference in DOT response to increased airflow after 40h, is likely to be due to a malfunctioning DOT probe. One could speculate that the viscous broth may have hindered efficient oxygen transfer to the probe, thereby resulting in a reduced effect by increasing the airflow.

After 56h the carbon source was depleted resulting in a drop the both qCO₂ and qO₂ (figure 6.6).

![Graph showing q(CO₂) and q(O₂) over time]

Figure 6.6: q(CO₂) and q(O₂) during two _X. campestris_ batch fermentations (Fermentation 1 top, Fermentation 2 bottom). DOT: Gray squares ◾. Airflow : Black diamonds ◦.

As discussed in chapter 5, the kₐ,a at a given time during a fermentation is a function of the OTR and the dissolved oxygen concentration, see equation 5.1. In figure 6.7 the kₐ,a
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during the two fermentations are plotted. During the initial 20h, where the OTR is close
to zero and the oxygen saturation is close to 100%, the calculated $k_a$ values vary from 0
to 50s$^{-1}$. In this period even a small variation in the measured oxygen concentration and
saturation results in large errors. As the oxygen saturation decreases (see figure 6.5)
more consistent data can be obtained and $k_a$ of ~0.15 s$^{-1}$ is found. During the
exponential growth phase (30-40h) the viscosity increased (figure 6.4) while the power
input (figure 6.8) and aeration rate (figure 6.5) was kept constant, causing the $k_a$ to
drop rapidly from a level of 0.12s$^{-1}$ to 0.05s$^{-1}$. After 41h the airflow was increased and
the rapid drop in $k_a$ stopped. During the following 20h the viscosity continued to
increase and the $k_a$ decreases asymptotically towards 0.04s$^{-1}$. As the carbon source is
depleted (after 56h) and the OTR dropped, the $k_a$ was further reduced close to 0.01s$^{-1}$,
which it remained at throughout the rest of the fermentation.

![Graph](image.png)

**Figure 6.7:** $k_a$ during two *X. campestris* fermentations
with the RJH system (Fermentation 1: Gray diamonds, Fermentation 2: Black squares).

As described in chapter 1, the power input of the RJH system is affected by changes of
the pressure in the recirculation loop. During the two fermentations conducted in the
current chapter, the rotation speed of the lobe-pump was kept constant, but as the
airflow and mass flow varied so did the total power input, see figure 6.8. During the
initial 40h of the fermentation the power input slowly increased from 1.1 to 1.3kwm$^{-1}$
due to sample taking, which reduced the total broth volume. As the airflow was
increased so did the pressure in the loop and thus the power input, up to 1.4-1.6kwm$^{-1}$.
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The increase in power input however, was shortly thereafter followed by a significant drop to 0.2-0.4 kwm$^{-3}$. This dramatic drop was caused by recirculating air bubbles trapped in the increasingly viscous broth, which reduced the liquid density and thus the mass flow and thereby the efficiency of the pump in terms of mass displaced per revolution. As discussed previously, the air bubbles sparged into the tanks have a small diameter due to the shear effect at the jet nozzles. The small bubble diameter results in a large interface area and thus high $k_{a}$. The small bubble diameter does have the (in this case) undesired side effect, that the bubble rise velocity is low, which causes the fermentation broth to have a foam like consistency.
6.4.5 Effect of viscosity on $k_{l,a}$

The main factors contributing to the $k_{l,a}$ during a fermentation are described in chapter 5 equation 5.4, and are the superficial gas velocity ($u_g$), the volumetric power input ($P/V$) and the viscosity ($\mu$). Examination of figure 6.5 shows that during the period of 30-40 h the air-flow was constant and in addition, power input to the recirculation pump was close to unaltered (figure 6.8), thus the decrease in $k_{l,a}$ from $0.12s^{-1}$ to $0.05s^{-1}$ over the same period was due to the increasing viscosity. By plotting the natural logarithm of the viscosity against the natural logarithm of the $k_{l,a}$ (as described in chapter 5) the
value for the equipment specific power constant $\omega$ (see equation 5.3) was found to be $\omega = -0.8$, see figure 6.9.

![Figure 6.9: The ln(viscosity) plotted against the ln(k,a) for the two fermentations, where viscosity was measured using the in-line Marimex probe. The solid line indicates the best fit for the date, slope = $\omega = -0.8$, $R^2=0.78$.]

As can be seen from equation 5.3, the $\omega$ exponent is a direct measure of how sensitive the $k_a$ of a given mixing system is to increased viscosity. Thus a low $\omega$ exponent (e.g. $\omega < -1$) indicates the system handles increased viscosity poorly. The determined exponent value is lower for the *X. campestris* broth compared to that determined for fungal fermentation broth, $\omega_{(fungal broth)} = -0.6$ see chapter 5. The negative impact of increasing viscosity on the oxygen transfer in the RJH system is thus larger for this type of fermentation broth. Though the exponent value is lower than for fungal fermentation broth it is in the same range as traditional mixing systems, e.g. those determined by Garcia-Ochoa and Gómez [13] and Cooke *et al.* [14] for different impellers gave, $\omega = -0.67$ and $\omega = -1$ respectively. The RJH system therefore does not seem to have a significant advantage compared to traditional mixing systems, when working with viscous fermentation broths containing xanthan.
6.4.6 Effect of power input on \( k_La \)

At 41h during the first fermentation the speed of the circulation pump powering the RJH was varied to determine the significance of altering the power input. The experiment was performed within 15 minutes. Due to the short time period the volumetric oxygen consumption rate of the microorganism was assumed to be constant throughout the test. Five different pump speeds (160-320RPM) were tested and the pressure increase in the loop were recorded for each setting (see figure 6.10). In the pump speed interval which was tested the positive pressure in the loop (\( P \)) increased proportionally to the pump speed, according to the following: \( P=0.011\text{(Pump Speed)}-0.91 \) (\( R^2=0.994 \)).

![Pressure vs Pump Speed Graph](image)

**Figure 6.10: Pressure difference between recirculation loop and tank plotted as average of 12-16 measurements with standard deviation at different pump speeds.**

For each pump speed the volumetric power input (\( P_{pump}/V \)) was calculated as described in chapter 1 using equation 1.3, and plotted with the recorded DOT level (see figure 6.11). From figure 6.11 it is evident that increasing the power input results in an increase in the DOT. The effect is however most distinct at low volumetric power inputs (\( P/V<2\text{kW m}^{-3} \)).
To evaluate the effect of different power inputs the $k_a$ at each pump speed was calculated as described in chapter 5. The calculated $k_a$ can be used to determine the exponent value of $\beta$ from equation 5.3. By taking the natural logarithm of the $k_a$ and $P/V$, and plotting them against each other, the exponent value $\beta$ can be determined as the slope of the line, see figure 6.12.
An exponent value of $\beta=0.122$ was calculated (Figure 6.12, $R^2=0.998$). This value is significantly lower than values which have been reported for traditional impeller mixed systems e.g. 0.6 by García-Ochoa and Gómez [13]. Although increasing the pump speed did result in a proportional increase in power output (see figure 6.10) the beneficial effect on DOT and $k_a$ is limited at high (>2kW m$^{-3}$) power inputs.

### 6.4.7 Effect of superficial gas velocity

Altering the gas flow rate in the RJH systems affects;

- The superficial gas velocity
- The pressure in the recirculation loop
- The average density of the jet
- The amount of gas being recirculated in the loop

Increasing the superficial gas velocity and pressure in the recirculation loop are both beneficial in terms of achieving a high $k_a$, whereas reductions in the density of the jets and recirculating gas are not. Increasing the gas flow in the RJH system is therefore not a failsafe method for achieving higher $k_a$ values.

In a traditional fermenter, gas flooding may significantly reduce the performance of the impeller. A similar effect of high airflow rate can be seen in the RJH system. As the airflow increases, the density of the jet streams decreases. Though the average velocity of the liquid increased, the lower density decreases the jet streams mixing range, especially under viscous conditions. The air to liquid ratio may also affect the $k_a$. When the flow changes from a liquid with small air bubbles, to two largely unmixed phases, the area of the liquid gas interface is reduced.

Special care must be taken when working with viscous broths in the RJH. As the viscosity increases, the mass-flow in the loop, and thereby power input, decreased due to recirculation of gas bubbles, as illustrated in figure 6.8. The power input from the airflow is thereby lost due to reduced pump efficiency. This problem could possibly be reduced by inserting a degasser in the loop before the pump. In addition, placement of a deflector plate above the intake for the recirculation loop would hinder direct uptake of the air bubbles from the jet streams, which periodically pass over the hole in the bottom of the fermenter.
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The negative effects of increasing the gas flow however, only affect the power input and not the superficial gas velocity. Using the calculated exponent value for viscosity and power input ($\omega = -0.8$, $\beta = 0.122$) the effect of the superficial gas velocity can be calculated based on the data with varying airflow (i.e. in the period after 40h (figure 6.5)). By rearranging equation 5.3 one gets:

$$\alpha \ln(u_s) = \ln\left(\frac{k_{L,A}}{k}\right) - \beta \ln\left(\frac{P}{V}\right) - \omega \ln(\eta_{app})$$

Eq. 6.1

Using equation 6.1 the exponent value ‘$\alpha$’ can be determined as the slope of an appropriate plot of the data, see figure 6.13. The plot indicates that there is some noise in the data for fermentation 2, but nevertheless a positive tendency from increasing the superficial gas velocity can be deduced, which is illustrated with the solid line of best fit through the data from fermentation 1 (figure 6.13).

![Graph showing effect of superficial gas velocity](image)

*Figure 6.13: Effect of superficial gas velocity. The line indicates the best fit for the data, slope = $\alpha = 0.4$. Fermentation 1: Gray diamonds, Fermentation 2: Black squares.*

The calculated exponent value $\alpha = 0.4$ is comparable with values determined both for jet mixed and impeller mixed systems as listed in table 6.2.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exponent value, α</th>
<th>System description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>RJH system but with larger nozzles and a non-viscous model solution</td>
<td>Nordkvist et al. [15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>For non-viscous broth in a fermenter equipped with six-bladed Rushton turbines</td>
<td>Pedersen et al. [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Fungal fermentation both and model broth consisting of paper pulp in a range of impeller mixed fermenters.</td>
<td>Cooke et al. [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>Xanthan solutions in impeller mixed fermenters.</td>
<td>García-Ochoa and Gómez [13]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examination of table 6.2 suggests that increasing the airflow rate to get higher $k_{a}$ values is thus as efficient for the RJH system as for impeller mixed fermenters, though the air sparging is performed in the loop in the RJH and not through a separate sparger in the bottom of the tank.
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6.5 Conclusion

The experimental Rotary Jet Head fermenter system has no negative effects on the growth of the bacteria Xanthomonas campestris, and the cells were able to grow with the same rate as in reference fermentations from the literature. Furthermore, the system was able to provide high (compared to impeller mixed systems) $k_a$ values ($0.15\text{s}^{-1}$) at low power input (1.1kW m$^{-3}$) and air flow (0.1VVM), and during the fermentation no visible stagnant zone could be detected in the system. In the fermentations conducted here in which viscosity arose from the biopolymer product and not from the microbial cells morphology, the Rotary Jet Head system did not present any significant advantage with respect to $k_a$ when compared to impeller mixed systems in term of coping with increasing viscosity. As the viscosity increased, so did the number and total volume of bubbles recirculated in the system, thereby severely reducing the efficiency of the pump. Furthermore, the effect of increasing viscosity and airflow on the $k_a$ were the same as for traditional mixed fermenter systems, and increasing the power input had only a small effect in the RJH system. Thus, the RJH system can be used for fermentations with bacteria which increase the viscosity of the broth, but the beneficial effects caused by the change in morphology during the fungal fermentations are obviously not seen. By varying the power input and gas flow rate, the following exponent values of equation 5.3 (describing the correlation between the $k_a$ with the superficial gas velocity, power input, volume of the tank and apparent viscosity) was determined:

$$k_a = k u'^{0.4} \left( \frac{P}{V} \right)^{0.122} \left( \frac{\eta_{app}}{\eta_{0}} \right)^{-0.8}$$

Eq. 6.2
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7.1 Preliminary Results

7.1.1 Feed strategy optimization during Aspergillus oryzae fed-batch fermentations

During the project the majority of the fed-batch Aspergillus oryzae fermentations were run with a constant feed rate of the dextrose. However, alternative feed strategies were also tested.

Pulse feeding, as described by Bhargave et al. [1], did not affect the growth rate. However, a pulse cycle of 15min with a pulse time of 30% of the cycle, resulted in an approximately 8-10h delay in the viscosity increase seen in other fermentations. Despite these promising results, the pulse feeding strategy was abandoned as it could not be applied in the reference pilot scale impeller mixed system.

In another set of trials, exponential feed rates were examined in the RJJ system. As the main objective of using A. oryzae was to benchmark the mass transfer capabilities of the RJJ system, feed profiles designed for maximising the growth rate were designed while keeping the DOT above 20%. During the fermentation the airflow rate was automatically varied from 0.2-1VVM to ensure a DOT above 20%.

During the batch phase of the fermentation no additional carbon source was added. When the initial 10g/l dextrose had been consumed by the cells, marked as a drop in the q(CO2), the feed pump was initiated. The feed rate was set to increase exponentially with a predetermined factor until the airflow reached 1VVM and the DOT dropped below 20%. At this point the increase in the feed rate would be stopped and controlled by DOT to ensure a minimum DOT of 20%. In figure 7.1 the three control stages can be seen; 1) batch phase with airflow control at minimum 0.2VVM. 2) Exponential feed phase with DOT controlled air flow and exponential increasing feed rate (in this case with a factor of 0.1h^-1). 3) DOT controlled feed rate and a airflow of 1VVM.
Using this feed and airflow control strategy the fermentation time and air consumption could be significantly reduced. However, as these control features were not possible for the pilot scale reference system the strategy was not examined further.

### 7.1.2 Cellulase production with *Trichoderma reesei*

*Trichoderma reesei* is able to secrete a large amount of cellulolytic enzymes. In recent years these enzymes have become of great interest due to possible applications in second generation bio-ethanol production. To make bio-ethanol an economical alternative to traditional gasoline, the production cost at all levels of manufacturing must be kept at a minimum. This includes reducing the capital and production cost of the enzymes used for lignocellulosic biomass pretreatment and cellulose degradation. Thus it was interesting to examine whether the RJH system could be utilised for *T. reesei* fermentations.

Three aerobic *T. reesei* fermentations were conducted in corporation with PhD student Linda Lehman and project student Tilde Jordal. The *T. reesei* strain RutC30 was grown at 23°C, in the RJH fermenter described in chapter 1 with a working volume of 225L, on a
medium with 25g l\(^{-1}\) microcrystalline cellulose (Avicel) as the main carbon source and a pH of 4.5 (see Ph.D. thesis of Linda Lehmann for the growth medium composition which was the same as that used in 5L fermentations used to determine optimal enzyme production conditions). The air flow and power input were kept constant at 0.11 VVM and a power input of approximately 1.1 kW m\(^{-3}\). The concentration of cellulolytic proteins was estimated based on enzymatic activity, measured as Filter Paper Units per gram (FPU g\(^{-1}\)) as described by Xiao et al. [2].

Unfortunately all three batches had to be stopped prematurely (after ca. 160h) due to equipment failures unrelated to the culture (uncontrolled automatic shut down of the cooling system leading to high temperatures in the fermenter). Thus only very limited useful data was generated on the production and secretion of cellulolytic proteins. However, the initial data looked very promising as the fungus grew as a freely dispersed short branched mycelium, resulting in a non-viscous broth. As the enzyme secretion in this fungus also mainly takes place from the hyphal tips (see chapter 4), this morphology may prove beneficial in relation to both broth rheology and enzyme secretion. Some cellulolytic activity was also detected in the medium, up to 4.4 FPU g\(^{-1}\), however this is only one third of that, measured in small scale reference systems (i.e. 5L stirred tank fermenters running for ca. 200h). It is firmly believed that the low enzymatic activity is a result of the fermentation being stopped before reaching its final titre, rather than being indicative of a lower enzyme production of the \(T.\ reesei\) in the RfH system. However, more fermentations must be conducted to fully elucidate the effect of the RfH on the production of cellulolytic proteins by \(T.\ reesei\).
7.2 Further Work

7.2.1 Scale up of the Rotary Jet Head system

In this thesis the performance of a pilot scale fermenter equipped with a RJH model IM15 with 7mm nozzles has been evaluated. This model was found to have an adequate size for the 310l fermenter used. However, for larger fermenter systems it may prove necessary with a jet head with larger nozzles, as simply increasing the pressure in the recirculation loop may result in cell damage. Furthermore, the rotation speed of the RJH models presently offered for sale by ISO-MIX A/S is controlled by the flow speed in the loop. Recent studies by Nordkvist et al. [3] have shown that the rotation speed of the RJH has an effect on the mixing time. In some cases it would thus be desirable to have a separate motor to power the rotation of the distributor arms of the RJH. By having a separate motor driving the rotation, the susceptibility of the gearing system of the IM15, which can get blocked by large media components (such as grits in crude soy based media) could be eliminated. Though an optimized prototype version of the IM15 RJH with improved cleanability and isolated gear was designed for the project and manufactured by ISO-MIX A/S, it could be advantageous to remove the turbine and gearing system altogether. It would also be possible to optimise the rotation speed of the RJH for both mixing of a fermentation broth with a specific rheological property and subsequent cleaning of the fermenter. This could be achieved by adapting a Gunclean Toftejorg model SST40A tank cleaning machine from Alfa Laval to be used for mixing. The tank cleaner is equipped with an external motor and up to 12mm nozzles. However, before being used for mixing of fermentation broth the machine must be optimised to run aseptically. If manufactured it is expected to represent a cost-competitive alternative for traditional impellers, which should be considered when building or renovating medium-scale to large-scale fermenter systems.

7.2.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics

In this thesis turbulent flow was assumed in the RJH system. However, during viscous fermentation, areas with transitional or even laminar flow might develop. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) could be used to elucidate where these regions may arise and give valuable insight how to optimize the RJH fermenter design, e.g. by multiple jet heads. The studies by Nordkvist et al. [3] demonstrated how altering the jet head
rotation speed affects the mixing. CFD could be used to model and optimise the rotation speed at different viscosities and broth densities. It is however still necessary with pilot or production scale tests to validate the CFD models, and it may prove challenging to produce sufficiently precise CFD models, which are able to describe the complex interaction between liquid and gas phase, recirculation bubbles, different flow regimes etc.
7.3 General Conclusions

This project has demonstrated how a RJH mixing system can be utilized as an efficient alternative to traditional stirred tank reactors. An optimized version of the IM15 RJH with improved cleanability and isolated gear was designed in cooperation with the company ISO-MIX A/S, enabling the system to be used for fermentations with filamentous microorganisms. The system was shown to be especially advantageous for use in fungal fermentations. The RJH system caused a beneficial change of the fungal mycelium, from pelleted growth to loosely associated mycelium, leading to reduced broth viscosity and improved volumetric gas transfer rates. The change of the mycelium morphology made the culture in the RJH system significantly more homogeneous compared to an impeller mixed system, which reduces the complexity and enables more efficient process optimization. Contrary to expectations, the RJH did not seem to have any negative effect on the fungi. Several stress related genes in Aspergillus oryzae were down-regulated in the RJH system, and the growth rate of the culture was identical to that found in impeller mixed reference systems.

To be able to accurately monitor the broth viscosity a combination of at- and in-line measurements with a Haake FL10 vane spindle rheometer and a Marimex VA-300 vibrating rod sensor were utilised. By combining the two datasets it was possible to continuously monitor the rheological properties in the fermenter, during both bacterial and fungal fermentations, which may prove highly valuable information for process control.

The RJH fermenter system was also demonstrated to be able to be used successfully for fermentations with the exopolysaccharide (EPS) producing bacteria Xanthomonas campestris. The following correlation between the k_a and the superficial gas velocity, power input, volume of the tank and apparent viscosity) was determined:

\[ k_a = k_0 \left( \frac{P}{V} \right)^{0.122} \left( \eta_{app} \right)^{-0.8} \]

The viscous broth caused the power input from the pump to decrease due to recirculation of air bubbles in the external loop, which could make the RJH less suitable
for such fermentations, unless a degasser is placed in the recirculation loop. The tested system also shows great potential for viscous bacterial fermentations where air sparging is not necessary, but rapid mixing is desired e.g. during EPS forming anaerobic fed-batch bacteria fermentations. The high shear zones in the RJH fermenter were furthermore shown to shorten the average chain length of the bacteria, which could be advantageous in productions where the final product concentration or yield is based on colony forming units (CFU g⁻¹), e.g. lactic acid bacteria cultures to be used for dairy, human health and nutrition products. Generally, fermentations must be run under strictly aseptic conditions and the fermenter should be easy to clean and sterilize. This makes the RJH system highly desireable, as it is also able to be used as a CIP machine between batches and there is no need for ‘difficult to clean’ baffles inside the tank.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCUS</th>
<th>Coef</th>
<th>F.p.value</th>
<th>PFAM_NAME</th>
<th>PFAM_DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AO09001000100001</td>
<td>-0.6030</td>
<td>0.0207</td>
<td>Init_tRNA_PT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AO09000900090001</td>
<td>-0.6030</td>
<td>0.0207</td>
<td>Init_tRNA_PT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AO09001000000001</td>
<td>-0.6030</td>
<td>0.0207</td>
<td>Init_tRNA_PT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AO09000900090001</td>
<td>-0.6030</td>
<td>0.0207</td>
<td>Init_tRNA_PT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AO09001000000001</td>
<td>-0.6030</td>
<td>0.0207</td>
<td>Init_tRNA_PT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AO09000900090001</td>
<td>-0.6030</td>
<td>0.0207</td>
<td>Init_tRNA_PT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AO09001000000001</td>
<td>-0.6030</td>
<td>0.0207</td>
<td>Init_tRNA_PT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AO09000900090001</td>
<td>-0.6030</td>
<td>0.0207</td>
<td>Init_tRNA_PT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table contains information about various biological functions and their associated LOCUS identifiers. The Coef and F.p.value columns indicate the coefficients and p-values of these functions, respectively. The PFAM_NAME and PFAM_DESCRIPTION columns provide the names and descriptions of these functions, respectively.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. oyxae</th>
<th>A. niger</th>
<th>Swi5/Spt4 best hit</th>
<th>PubMed IDs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Fold change</td>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Fold change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A00000100284</td>
<td>0.490</td>
<td>A00010100284</td>
<td>1.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A00000100287</td>
<td>-1.888</td>
<td>A00010100287</td>
<td>-1.161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A00000100288</td>
<td>-1.667</td>
<td>A00010100288</td>
<td>-0.734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A00000100290</td>
<td>-0.709</td>
<td>A00010100290</td>
<td>1.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A00000100292</td>
<td>-1.236</td>
<td>A00010100292</td>
<td>1.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A00000100293</td>
<td>-0.844</td>
<td>A00010100293</td>
<td>0.460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A00000100295</td>
<td>2.094</td>
<td>A00010100295</td>
<td>2.709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A00000100299</td>
<td>-0.980</td>
<td>A00010100299</td>
<td>1.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A00000100304</td>
<td>-0.551</td>
<td>A00010100304</td>
<td>4.139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A00000100305</td>
<td>0.772</td>
<td>A00010100305</td>
<td>-0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A00000100306</td>
<td>-0.791</td>
<td>A00010100306</td>
<td>0.544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A00000100308</td>
<td>-0.498</td>
<td>A00010100308</td>
<td>1.271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A00000100309</td>
<td>-1.610</td>
<td>A00010100309</td>
<td>1.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A00000100310</td>
<td>-1.264</td>
<td>A00010100310</td>
<td>0.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A00000100311</td>
<td>-0.909</td>
<td>A00010100311</td>
<td>0.307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A00000100312</td>
<td>-0.653</td>
<td>A00010100312</td>
<td>0.871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A00000100313</td>
<td>-0.467</td>
<td>A00010100313</td>
<td>0.632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A00000100314</td>
<td>-1.778</td>
<td>A00010100314</td>
<td>-2.165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Summation Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Example 1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Summation Method 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Example 2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Summation Method 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Example 3</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Summation Method 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2410</td>
<td>06/01</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>General Information</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>2010-2020</td>
<td>Submitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2411</td>
<td>06/02</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>General Information</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>2011-2021</td>
<td>Submitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2412</td>
<td>06/03</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>General Information</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>2012-2022</td>
<td>Submitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2413</td>
<td>06/04</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>General Information</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>2013-2023</td>
<td>Submitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2414</td>
<td>06/05</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>General Information</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>2014-2024</td>
<td>Submitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2415</td>
<td>06/06</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>General Information</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>2015-2025</td>
<td>Submitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2416</td>
<td>06/07</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>General Information</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>2016-2026</td>
<td>Submitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2417</td>
<td>06/08</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>General Information</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>2017-2027</td>
<td>Submitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2418</td>
<td>06/09</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>General Information</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>2018-2028</td>
<td>Submitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2419</td>
<td>06/10</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>General Information</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>2019-2029</td>
<td>Submitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2420</td>
<td>06/11</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>General Information</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>2020-2030</td>
<td>Submitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2421</td>
<td>06/12</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>General Information</td>
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